St. Bonaventure's College garden and compost program: harvesting critical and transformative learning in a place-based educational context by Peters, Christopher T. (Christopher Thomas)
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HarvestmgCntlcalandTransformative Learmng 10 a Place-BasedEducational
requirements for the degree of Master of Education, Curriculum. Teaching and
Learning Studies, Faculty of Education
community partners, locai experts and government agencies thattheycouid
emuiatein creating their own compost and garden initiatives, inschoolsand
Ryan for reading over and offering (mostly welcome) insights and suggestions on
Finally, to my daughter Evelynn, my hope that this program becomespartofyour
2.3.1 Praxis: Examining Paulo
2.3.2 The garden as the commons
Chapter 4: The Story of the Garden Analyzed
4.1 BeginningsatTheGatheringPlace
4.2 Brining the Curriculum into the Garden
Chapter 6: Lessons and Furure Directions for Gardening and
And Composting in Schools
"LeI lheearthproduce all kinds ofplanIS, those that bear grain andlhosethalbearfruil.
Martino in the Departure Lounge of Pearson International Airport became the genesisof
a composting program we promised to work towards. I leftitthere,sureitwouldfounder
like a codfish at the end ofa hook. The first day of school dawned,passing inareveneof
I came out, keeping half an eye on the growing restlessness that wasgathering
momentum, so akin to a stonn roiling out into the North Atlantic, intheclassrooml'd
DOYOllrememberweweretalkingabolllcomposling?hcasked.lnodded.Well,1
Students, back from jobs at summer camps in Ontario and New Brunswickwhere
composting was the nonn, were questioning the wanton waste of organicmatteratthe
FlInny.DavidhadtoldthembecollSeMrPelersandlwerejlls/talkingaboul/his
thecompostbinsbehindthegymnasiumontheschoolcampusitself.\Vecongratulated
oursclves. spent a Saturday morning rigging up the bins and raking leavesand stepped
out upon ajourney that none of us ever thought would be so rugged in itsdizzyinghighs
and soul-searching lows. This dissertation is, in essence the story of how webecame
growersoffood,howthisactofputtingseedtosoilplacedusfinnlyinourlocal
communityand,perhaps most importantly gave us the opportunity to broaden our sense
ecologically enlightened and rccognizenatural limits within which we could work for
sustainable growth. St. John's, and Newfoundland and Labradorarenottodayreno\'med
forenvironmenlalstewardship.Rather,interactionsbelweenhuman and natural
communities have been premeditated upon the principleofacquisition, of gain, without
regard necessarily for the well~being of the local ecology. Ursula Kelly, writing as an
environmental and ecological abuse [should] be examined as cultural and syslematic" in
thisprovince.ltisthroughdialogueineducation,immersedinplace and viewed critically
Ihal we can hope fortransfonnative ends towards a more sustainablctomorrow(2008,
Wendell Berryarguesthat"ourpresentleadcrs-Ihepcopleofwealthand power-
do not know what it is to take a place seriously; to think it worthy, fori tsownsake,of
love and study and careful work. They cannot take any place seriously because theymust
environment(TheobaJd,1997,p.90).Thus,lhroughourworkwewereembodyingSt
Ignntius'scontentionthatwebemenandwomenforolhersbycelebrating the divine all
this dissertation will show. Such an understanding oflhe world provides a framework for
activecitizenship-ostensiblyagoal of education. This marks anotherthemethis
grapple with the meanings, internal and external, to this project
Wharinjlllencecanacomposringandgardeningprojeclhuveonasch001
community'scllrriclllum,bolhinlheciassroomandolllsideo/iI?
COllldlheSr.Bonavenl/lre'sCollegecomposringandgardeningprojeclofferorher
schoolsamodelo/workingwilhcommllnilyparlners,localexperISandgovernmenl
This dissertation unravels the meanings derived from within the projectitself,and
in the world beyond educationally, spiritually and in this project' s capacity to ofTer what
David Selby calls disequilibrium. That is lhe opportunity toengage"holistic,globaland
trans formative perceptions" of humankind's impact upon lhe world. These perceptions
are not necessarily balanced. Rather,perched,"outofequilibrium [one] can seethe
noticing me. People don't generally expect to see men in trees. Iflremained
This is disequilibrium in practice, the experience of being slightly 0 fT·kilterin
perspective where we get to see and experience the majesty of life inmorefullness
is part of the soil. Its growth is derived from nutrients and minerals from the earth,
workcdlhoroughlyoverbyamultitudeofinsccts,wonnsandfungi.Theseedisa
flow of energy to maintain proper forrn and structurc" (Morowilz, 1972, p.156).Asarc
Pollan2008,p.120).Dependcntuponconstantinputsofenergy·caloric, electric, human
-to keep us and our societies going we lose sighl of the specifics ofour bio-Iocalities,
practices that characterize daily life and the natural systemslhat make life possible ..."
intergenerational knowledge that represents what remainsofcommunityself-
sufficiency", and erodes the commons, the working intersect between human andnatural
worlds(Bowers,2006,p.132).Wemustkeepinmindthatwearebutonespecieswithin
thought processes which celebrate quaI1erly financial earnings over natural 1ifecycles
There is value in hard work for profit, but within the boundaries of natural sustainability
Inthislight"theintergenerationalknowledgeofhowtogrowandpreparefoodbecomes
one of the most promising expressions of resistance to the industrialmarket. .... andthe
societal,includingeducational,forceswhichperpetuatesuchamodel(Bowers,2006,
Through the compost and garden program we are trying to rcturn to the story of
theunivcrse(Berry, 1988,p.132),housed in a specific localitywherehumanactionsare
conlcxtualizedand realized through a specific bio-region. Therc is resonance in this local
story bccause it parallels stories of other groups, in other localities,inolherbio-regions
We find il in the workings of Food Educ8lion Action St. John's (FEASt) who scek to
promotcsustainablefoodproductionthroughsmall-scalegardcns;atMartin Luther King
Jr. Middle School in Berkeley, Califomiawhcrc The Edible Schoolyardhelpsstudents
andteachersexplorethepoweroffoodcultivation,harvestingandpreparalion, and its
links to the state-prescribed curriculum, withincuhural contexts (Edible Schoolyard,
2010, edibleschoolyard.org); we find it too in the workings of small-scale farmers like
place. As Wendell Berry avers, we wish to leave open the opportunity toexploit any area
for economic gain (1997. p.l 15). We see places as venuesofeconomicexploitation.ln
coming to see the benefits of place beyond such narrow economic confines,toembrace
thesplendours in bio-regions, we may wish to c1oseolTsuch wondersto strangers, to
entrenching traditional power relations and a concem only forenvi ronmental quality in
immediateneighbourhoods"(Cameron,2008,p.294).Place-basededucationcanpromote
adeeperawarenessofone'ssuIToundings,concernforitswell-being and empathy for the
many bio-rcgionsround the world. This is what seventeenth centuryCzecheducator
prepared for life itself(Martin,2004,pA). It is furthered by Brian Wattchow'scallthat
we be apprenticed toa place, so as to utilize our local environments as teachers(2007,
p.236). "Place based pedagogies,"argues David Gruenewald," arc nceded so that the
education of citizens might have some direct bearing on the well-being 0 fthesocialand
raisond'etreand burgeoning nationalistic impulses-to forrnfriluftsliv, roughly translated
wide sIXctrum which includes hiking in the forests, canoeing over streams,gardening,
becomes impol1ant within the context of the garden and compost program because we are
lryingto link students, teachers and the wider school community back tothisplaceina
meaningful sense wherein they recognize historical roots there tethered, as well as
possibilities for human life derived fTomthe land today, and tomorrow
The disregard in which many of us in Newfoundland have come to hold 0 ur
(Kelly, 2008, p.83). It also speaks to the importance ofpraxis. PauloFreire noted that we
must experience the world to speak ofit(1973, 85; Gruenewald 2003, 3). Freire's
writings wereconcemed with exposing the contradictions inherent to our industrial,
consumer society. I-Iecalled for more than mere action against this society. By blending
oppression inherent within society, from workers to managers to fac tory owners
Enlightened people would, rightly, lry to change society for the better
to attaining it, versed intheterminologyofthedominantsociety-white,North
we find in contemporary society-ecological and educational as well as humansocial
justice issues-we must then be willing to accept a multitude of responsestoit(2006,
p.80).Freire'sidemificationofthegreatschismsbetweentherichandpoorthat comprise
hisseminalwork,ThePedagogyojlheOppressed,marksabeginning.This dissertation
could not have stepped into the acenaofcritical education without reeognizing his work
But I contend,in line with Bower's argument, that Frcircsimplydid not go far enough
He did not expand his thinking of oppression beyond human rights alone. Therefore he
destruction of the world which supports humankind. Further, Freirc saw liberation within
the prism of the dominant class he heralded from. It is the celebrntion of the commons,
the rediscovery of the historical meeting place of the human and wider biotic
communities that will provide mutual benefit and ultimately end the oppressive state in
the world today, environmentally, educationally and spiritually (Bowers,2006,p.25)
The final theme explored in this dissertation is Sacredness. I do this because I was
consciousness,mylanguage,andmydreams"(Berry,2002,p.307).Furtber,thegarden
greatermysteriesoftheworidthrough"thestoryoflhecosmos"(1999,p.196). But it is
in exploring Christian teachings of agriculture and land,asespousedin Psalmsl04that,
all living creatures closest to my understanding. This dissertation explores lhe Christian
themes of stewardship, framed within a biblical code of moral ity and acritiqueofhowit
limits us to an anthropocentric view of our place in the world. Forexample,CraigSorJey,
an evangelical Christian fannconsultant working in Kenya has utilized the Bibleand
eeologicalnotionsofsustainabilitytocraftFarmingGod'sWaywhichmakes use of the
totality of relationships with the local environment to irnprovefanning yields (Rice,
2009,Paragraph 7). The Christian Bible isawork that can infonn an understanding and
workingtowardstheundulatingrnysteryoftheworldroundus.Tomy mind thislaner
tradition of spiritual sacredness infonns the academic traditions of place-based education,
with its Earthly home. These four academic traditions inform thi sdissertation's story in
unravelling the meaning housed in the St. Bonaventure's College composlandgarden
we are grappling to find a story that encompasses lhe new reality ofa world basedupon
lheglobal marketplace. This is what Edmund O'Sullivan calls the, "processof
globalization, which is a planetary vision based on trade and marketing, is a movement
modem nation-slates has had a profound environmental impact, largely fo rthenegative
out. It squares neatly to Ihe demands of the global marketplace which promises an
economic Manifest Destiny, whereupon no boundaries can ever be imposedupon
economicgrO\Vlh. But Ihis newslory lacks Ihe moral panache, the certainlyofourhuman
place wilhin our world. It is grafted over human conneclions to the world,suffusingour
interaClions with our surroundings until we can only seeeverything in the light of its
woridoITers within its ecological webs even as we are physically present. But nothing
more. As a teacher who has been long interested in ecological sustainability, but who
found it difficult to broach this goal within Ihccurriculum of either the classroom or the
school,Ihavebcen,andamslillslrugglingtoseetheconnectionsbetweenschools and
students' lives. After a particularly long class where I mettheusualsymptomsofstudent
apathy-pronounced yawns, backgroundchaning, shrugs of passive indifference-my
cooperating teacher suggested I try to make lhe class more meaningful
"Bring the curriculum to them," she suggested. "Make the global local."
I nodded but found lhe idea off·puning, a practiced cliche. How could I makea
curriculum based on global inequalities in fanning and food production resonateina
communitystillsuITeringfromtheimpactofacodfishingmoralorium?Whenllooked
oul the window all I saw was snow blasted along by the infemal winds. Therewas,l
decided no poinl of connection between the two. Partly, I was too immature to see the
possibililics. More to the point I was willing to sacrifice student underslandingforthe
banality of what became a iargely boring intelleclual exercisebecause 1found comfort in
global ideas rather than local realities. "Locaiism," SheilaGicsbrcchtnotcs,"allows
students to explore their worlds through hands on ieamingcxpericncesand build on core
everywhere(2008,p.27).Studentsandteachersinthislightbeginto create maps of their
localities that make Ihem resonate with meaning. This is where Rllth kissed Johnny. Or
that'swhathesaidanyway.Ando\-'erthere,behindtheconveniencesfore thaf's where I
fOllndafiftydo/lar bill once. These are story maps, housed in geographical places but
extending beyond and into them in a manner known best by the story-teller (MacFarlane,
The need 10 re·connect our sociely with Ihe natural world is underscored by the
desire to find solulions 10 the problem of global warming. Thelatterisa symptom of
humankind's break from living within Ihe limits imposed by nature (Berry.1988,p.121)
Wendell Berry writes of his life as a farmer and wriler, of the lessons derived from
labouring 10 make a successful farm which has informed him intellectually and
physically, and also spiritually. "The difTerences between knowingaplace and living in
it, between cherishing a place and living responsibly in it had notoccurredtome... They
(2008,p.531).Successwashard-eamed,financiallyelusive,buthis work on the farm
connected Berry tangibly to the world. The greater shame, he contends,isthatfarmsare
no longer passed along from one generation to the next. This lost tradi tionservedtomake
pcople experts on Iheir localities, to know the land and save the soil from bearing lhe
and land. Fishingrequiredaknowledgeoftheseasonsandclimatcthat was passed down
earththrougheducationof,andin,ature.Studentstodayhavetoleamtoappreciatethe
world,todiscoverits intricacies for themselves. To do so they must familiarize
themselves with the textureofa fallen mapleleafin Fall,knowthegiddy lossofcontrol
that comes from jumping across seaweed-slick rocks on a tidal beach feel and appreciate
get scraped and bumped and leam in order to appreciate a life lived in partnershipwith
the world (Chouinard, 2005,p.173). Yet today, by and large, students are left inside
schools. Nature literacy has been lost in the push to prepare studentsforthedemandsof
the global markctplace. Children today face an, "extinction of experience ... [where]there
are few fields and woods, organizcd activity has supplanted free agency, the computer
2008,p.159).Thenecdforameansofaecessbecomesexplicit:toknow and protect the
can speak the word (Gruenewald, 2003,pA). It is a critical bind forteachers and citizens
in a globalized age, amoral catch-22. At the very moment we need chi Idrenandstudents
to experience the world in order to help protect it they are being ushered into the
classroom or inside, and kept there, for longer periods in the nameofmaintaining
competitiveness in the globaJ economyandloroutofa fear that chi Idren may get hurt
In Arclic Dreams Barry Lopez searches out the lessons humanity can gJean from
West Passage promised weahh and prestige. Consequently ill-prepared and unwi lIingto
adapt to the meansofsurvivaJ of those who have Jived and thrived within this fmgileeco-
systemforgenemtions,manyEuropeanexpeditionstumedback,frozeordisappeared
allogether.Undersuchexlremeconditionstheartificialseparationbclweenhurnankind
andnalure nurtured by Cartesian thinking was proven dangerously, often fatally,false
Lopezarguesthalmanylnuilhaveahardlimeunderstandingsuchaworld,where
humanity is divorced from nature in a separation analogous 10 cutting oneselfolTfrom
light or water. Inuit base their understanding of the world wilhin their experiences of their
lived habitat. There can be no separation bctween humankind and nmure bccause the
fonnerdependswhollyonlhelatterforsustenance.lftheydonolpayanentiontolhe
subtlec1ues nature provides-the snow-covered seal holes, the fi rst fissures in the winter
break-upofice-thentheirabilitytosurvive,to eat, has been compromised.Theycall
this iVIl,ornervousaweofthe landscape around them. It compels their understanding of
theworld(1986,p.202)./vuseemsagoodwordforgrapplingwiththemysteries of our
sUITOundingworld. In placing seed in soil,in nurturing soil with compost,manure,
organically derived fertilizer and water we are placing trust witbour SUITOundingsthatwe
will receive produce which will help nourish us. It is not a sure lhing. The myriad
variablesofnature-a shortage of min, too much rain, a cold spring and earlyfall,an
whether to add,augment or destroy. Such experiences infonn a narrati ve of connection, a
story of place which resonates because it can lay parallels to "the universe story"
The understanding of localities connects us to larger truths about our Iives here on
earth,nomanerthegeographical location or biological composition. David Gruenewald
argues that localities extend student leaming, ofTering a prism through which students
challenged on their own concrete situationality in a way that explores the complex
intcrrclationshipsbctwcenculturalandecologicalenvironmcnts"(2003,p.6).Thisasks
lcam the world thcy operate within (Jensen, 2007,p.230). Once the Iessonisthcirsthey
way can working and living intimately within a bio·rcgion draw Iessons from cultures
and rcligions fostered through similar intimacy with thc natural world,cithcrthrough
Luther Standing Bear, speaking of the Sioux peop[c's tradition,notes, "that we
are of the soil and thesoilofus ..."(Suzuki,2002,p.78). Thisclearly links to the Genesis
story,3:19,that"soilthouartanduntosoilthoushaltrctum".Understanding that soil has
AsAldo Leopald expandcd upon inA SandCoun/yA/ma1lac. "Land then is notmerely
We can be ethical to places where we live and work because it is in such places
thatwefindmeaning,resonanceandsustenance.lndeed,throughoutourtimehereon
Earth we have managed to succeed in a multitude ofbio-regions (Bowers, 2006,p.168)
At Ihe same time humans have developed a slew of stories to explain themeaningoftheir
sothatitcanbeplentifultodayandtomorrow(Beny,1988,p.63).Thecompostand
gardenprojectbegunatSt.Bonaventure'sCollegeisare-discoveryofthecreationstory
within the context Wendell Berry provides in his essay The GifiofGoodLondwhere,
"one lives in a neighborhood" not just of the living, butoflhose who passed before you,
"and of the unborn to whom the living in tum will bequeath the land .. :' In preserving a
story of creal ion one, "must take care... of the land,which is never a possession, but an
inheritance 10 Ihe living as it will be to the unborn" (2002,p.297)
Wedo not think of land like this anymore. Land is something you acquire, exploit
nourishes us both physically and spiritually. The Jesuit motto of Ad MaioremDei
Gloriam (For the Grcatcr Glory of God) in this light can become a workingpartnership
with local environments. The Ignatius Farm in Guelph,Onlario isanactive example ofa
place sustained by the action of sacredness. Today the fann is part ofa largerspiritual
relreatcentre.ltisanorganicfarm,settingaprecedenlwithinlheagriculturalcommunity
wherein spirilualily and care for the soil and earth are mutually beneficial. This farm
smiles were giving way to finn frowns of convinced abuse. Two students had quickly
multiplicd inlo a dozen. "Why do we have to compostT'
Ikniuedmyowneyebrowstogetherintomybestcompostgurupose,asthoughI
had been expecting just such a confrontation. I lel out a low, thoughtfuI sigh and noddcd
my head slowly, sagely. Behind this mask of thoughtful repose my brain scampered for
footholds on the slippery ground of terra incognita. Having begun Lhecompostprograml
hadenvisioneditsegueingsmoothlyintoagardeningprogram.Pecrpressure,Lhesmell,
baulestofightofTfruilfliesrealandimagined-thescwereconcemsthathad never
crossed my mind. I managed to mumble my way toa non-commitlal promiseof'looking
into it'. I was sure that the program, weeks old,wasdestined forthat fate relegated to so
many good ideas in education. That is, they demanded too much time,toomuchef'fort;
did nOI bring enough reward and thus were unceremoniously stuf'fed inlo the bin
progressingatilsownsteady.turtle-likepace.Peerpressureworksboth ways and many
of the senior students were exerting their influence by calling out those who tossed apple
cores and banana peels into the garbage. They lauded the volunteers,extolIingthem
more likely, and resonates at a higher frequency. Slaloming down a riverinakayakone
gardening program. Understanding intelJectually the need to compost becomes a more
resilient idea when it is also understood through practice and thai we are ereatingsoil,
essential to life for humans. When we're usingcomposted soil to grow vegetablesand
have leamedand taught lessons in classes from rcligion to literacy within the garden
(Chapter Five goes into more depth with regard to specific courses and objectives that
link to the garden and compost program) the chances for analysis and practice grows not
only for the student but also the teacher. This is genuine leaming
The promotion of gardens as the vehicle 10 higher understanding 0 ftheworld
trees, fields and flowers ...", that they might be bored by lessonshoused in the artificial
forward to the day when school gardening... may become an integral part 0 fthe work of
(Lawson, 2005, pJI). While such farm schools enjoyed a brief tenure, today we have
global marketplace. But this preparation isbanal,does not demand overtly upon student
what our project was trying to do. Genuine leaming is an important element inlhis
dissertation. It is tied up in the experience ofjri/ujisliv, of gardening andcomposting
examinedthroughcurricularobjectivesbutalsoourownexperiences.Genuinelearning
happened within the gardening and composting project when studenls and teachers were
able to unite the practiced skills of planting seeds, harvesting leavesand thinning plants,
represent the middle-class ethos of the Western world wherein "knowledge is reified and
objectified in such a way that students are socialized toaccept. .. that knowledge actually
exists objectively disconnected from the subjective realm of human expcrience"(Darder,
Byobjectifyingknowledgeweremoveitfromthecommons.K.nowledge
In bcginning this dissertation I was vaguely familiar wilh the ideaofeducation
consumers (Freire. 1973,p.III). What I hadn't been prepared for was the possibilitiesof
That students would eventually take ownership of this project had bccnthe professed
plan from its inception. Without those students being simu)taneously propelled and
repulsed by their duties as composters/leamers the project would have runaground,
jarred 10 shore by the combined assaults of time constraints, scholastic demands and
misunderstandings ofjust what out project was trying to do. The studentsfound,however
that there was room for growth into positions of leadership within the projecL They made
it theirs, tied not specifically to curricular ends in pursuit ofa job or scholarship bUI to
outcomes they devised of having fun, helping others and genuine 1earning. At Ihis point
the possibilities for critical awareness, transformative action eouehedundertheumbrella
of Christian stewardship bccame apparent to me. It is here Ihat thestorybegins
pedagogY,lransformativeeducation,p)ace.basededucalionandsacredness. The third
chapter maps out the methods used in the research and presentation of the garden and
compost program at St. Bonaventure'sCollegeinthisdissertation-writing as method,
praxis and storytelling. It closes with a statement on ethics. The fourth chapterisa
narrative of the process by which the garden and compost program came into being,the
struggles and successes achieved and the lessons learned along the way. Thefifthchapter
explores the garden and compost program and its relevance to the Newfoundland and
levels. The sixth chapter seeks to answer the questions asked in thisdissertation.They
What influence can a compostingandgardeningprojecl hOl'e on a sch001
community's curriculum, both in Ihe classroom andoulside ofit?
Could tire St. Bonaventllre's College compostingandgardeningprojectofferotlrer
sclrools a model ofworking with community partners, local experts andgovernment
The pieces that became the St. Bonaventure's College garden and compost
program fell in place with time and patience. The administration's worries about
vandalismdirccted at the garden, or adolescent apathy were replaced by admiration for
student commitment and work in helping make the garden a reality. Studentsgavefreely
of their time and energy. Their enthusiasm came to remind me thai gardening and
composting are a celebration oflife itself. There was resonance forthesludenlSand
teachers in the tangible action of fanning, reaping real results. Personally, it became
easier to find my place spiritually within the Jesuit pcdagogical and spiritual tradition of
Where religion often asks parishioners to accept on faith the miracle of life and
the continuing presence of the divine all round us, the act of plantingseedtosoil,of
weedingandwatcringandfinallyharvestinghelpedanchormewithina larger story
encompassing the enonnousness of life, in all its mysteries and wonder.Edmund
O'Sullivan refers to this story as the grand narralive. Il provides. "a powerful visionary
context embedding the human community within Iheearth community andultimately
within the universe whose very foundation goes back to the fireball" (1999,p.30).The
knowledge of the creation of the universe carries with it wonder at why itaII began. This
greater mystery is invoked on a smaller scale byplantingaseed,watchingitsproutintoa
rooted in this project before a word was written. Much as the potato cutting ortumip
seedling necds sunlight, soil,compostand water to succeed and grow so did this project
to fully develop. Sacredness helps ground and contextualize the project within the grand
narrative, or cosmological story ofThomas Berry(1988,p.121),showingthewonderof
life's great mysteries at work even in a small garden and compost project. Transformative
education hclps us underst'and the possibilities fordifTerent visions ofour society and
modusopemndi. That is, away from consumerism and a mentality ofcmss 10ss·it·away
frivolity and towards an accountability to this place we inhabit and the other lives with
whom we share it. Critical education helps llS highlight the tensionsmodemsocietyhas
placed upon both human and natural worlds, and gives us the framework to examine
themtowardsconstructive,positiveandlife-nourishingends.Finally, in appreciating
place wchelp teachers and studcnts both to work to protcctplace,perhapsevenallowing
place to becomc our mentor. This chaptcr, in cxploring the academic roots of this project
Whalinj1uencecanacomposlingandgardeningprojeclhaveonasch001
community'scurriculllm,bolhiniheclassroomandollisideojil?
limits and potentials, reap the bounty of the harvest and reinvest composttonourishand
replenish what we have taken. This is the Christian agrarian celebration ofcommunion
Reading that passage today I do not shrink from it. I might have as a younger
man. Impatient with the church and Bible and my growing suspicion that the church
elders harkened from the age of Moses I tumed my back on religion. There was nothing
there forme. With university came an affirmation that religion was a relic of superstitions
of old. For Thomas Berry, Catholic priest of the PassionistOrder, historian and ecologist,
my attitude, mirroring a societal disdain for the wondersofthedivinecIoakedinthe
vemacular garb of scientific objectivism, was the embodiment of
anthropocentric society and has thereby broke the primary law of the
Yet in my haste to remove the stain of religion from my person I failedtocri tique
my own naivety. My dismissal constituted,"an ignorance that invalidated"myopinion
Simply, according to Wendell Berry I didn't know Christianity or the BibIe (2002,
pJ06).Thelackinmylifewentuncheckeduntil,bychance,lgotajobinterviewand
thenajobofferatSt.Bonaventure'sCollege.Albcit,withacaveat
"You'reastrongcandidateand your personal philosophy will fit well within the
Jesuitt.radition.Butyourreligiousdirectionisweak:'theprincipalinformed me. Was I
I said yes with barely a hesitation. I didn't realize the weight of what I'dbcen
charged with. But through the garden and compost project I came to find spiritual
resonancetowhathadlongbeenapersonalsuspicionfrommyexpcriencesasa
treeplanterinthegreat felled forests ofcoastal BritishColumbia and boreal Alberta, as a
kayak guide on Passamaquody Bay, a trail runner and hiker: that in reaching out to the
natural world we are opened to its manifold splcndours and mystcries, aware and present
This awareness becomes a "planctary consciousness which will locate us within the
creative processes of the unfolding universe story" (O'Sullivan, 1999,p.180).This
cosmological story/divine has with the world,which in the garden andcompostprojcct
manifested itselfas the profoundly simple task of bridging lifeover into death and back
again. Such a celebration is summed up in the last wishes of Carr Kaoru Suzuki that, in
Thepowerofthecreationstoryhasbeenreplacedby,"... adominantredemplion
mystique" (Berry, 1988,p.129). Christianity has moved away from the storyofAdam
of earth, through Jesus Christ's sacrifice of himself. The lauer storycareslinlefonhe
natural,physicalworld.ltisinsteadobsessedbythedcsirctoanain heavenly glories
Both Thomas and Wendell Berry argue that Christianity was born a religionofagrarians
understanding of the world and our place in itcomc responsibilities: "Ifthecarthisthe
not" posits Wendell Berry (2002,p.299). Right professions are thosethatembracethe
possibilities of the "Ecozoic", which find resonance in Jifesustainingandnourishing
occupations.Thisdemarcatesourpresentembraceofthe"terminaICenozoic"wherein
human progress and profit are celebrated over life (O'Sullivan, 2002,pA).Understanding
(2002, p.l0}cand to bring students and schools into the realm of the spiritualwhereinwe
Craig SorJey, founder of Farming God's Way in Kenya, has taken on just such a
spiritual undertaking. Working in a land marked heavily by a shift to industrialfarming,
motivated to combat climate change through the prism of Christian teachings,hefaced
resistance from local farmers already beholden to hybrid seed manufacturers.Thesefinns
hadpromisedlargercropyieldsbutatasignificantfinancialinveslmentfromfanners
already working on the fiscal edge of survival. Whaldid the Bible and God have to do
with fanning? they demanded ofSorley. How could the Bible help them pay the bills and
keep their soil fcrtile?SorJey persevered because "fanning God's Wayis based on
mandate of good stcwardship to the economic interest lhan thcrc 's a good chance of
getting people to give it a try." SorJey'sconviction comes from Genesis2:15,"TheLord
God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and care of it."In
essence, heaven is here on earth and weare proofofthecreation mystique.Sorley'swork
with Fanning God's Way, wherein crop rotation, no tillage or ploughingandtherefore
minimal soil disturbance and a pennanent layer of organic mulch derived from dead
plants help foster a diversity of crops, have helped raiscyields for smallland·hoiding
delineatingpointbetweenthehumanandnaturalcommunities,acelebration of the
structure... whereby humans are closer to God and serve as a bridge between God and
nature." Thisoniy heightens humanity's hubris over nature. muddles our ability to find or
stewardship, for it is in relation where "an attitude of reciprocal responsibilityforEarth,
Earth's places in a context of human species engagement with and interdependence
among other Earth beings" is fostered (2006,p.120). Thus, nature mediates God to
treatment of Earth as nothing more than a repository of materials providedsolelyfor
human benefit (2006, p.121). Ifstewardship is a celebralion of deaththenwemiss
evoived through matingpattems, symbiosis, predator-prey reiationships and the
functioning of ecosystems". Thomas Berry posited that communion, far from being an
unscientific reiic, welcomed and celebrated the totality of life's benevolence as
understood,yetstillmysterious(Dalton,1999,p.131).Communionhere means
"The presence of His spirit in us is our wildness, our oneness with the wildness of
Creation," Wendell Berry suggests in his essay Chrislianityandthe SIIn1ivalojCreation
greater and still continuing miracle by which water (with soil and sunlight) istumed into
grapcs"(2002,p.3II). In recognizing this miracle Wendell Berry notes it"implies
our surrounding world. when we listen to it and understand its textures, its contours we
find pause against the relentless push for more which the globalization story so glibly
callsfor.\Veseethepossibilityofembracingthcnatural,findingmeritintheappletree
for example, which nourishes the spirit as well as the body. \Vhetherwe usetheterm
stewardship or relation we must recognize our responsibility towardstheworldaround
us. Such recognition comes from working within thecontextofplace,incritically
examining ones situationality and seeking redress from the oppression of the present day
Such lessons are not as simple as tethering an individual to a placeorcommunity
Instead,sacrcdnesshelps bring many individuals,withdivergcntaims,interestsandgoals
together towards common ends. As a new teacher at a recently amalgamatedschool,
oneanother(2008.p.l04).\VhilesacrednesshasthepowertojoindifTering,even
warringgroups,itcanoftenfeeldistantlyelusive."'feelthatthelandscapeoffood,
culture and community are completely tied together. but in our society we'vecompletely
before tinding a new direction while mainlaininga helping hand toone'5 fellow woman
Ignatius of Loyola, founder of the Society of Jesus, to"find God in all things,"
Sacredness recognizcs that by working with the land,ingaining fresh,local produce for
thought lashed forward by the whistling wind of Progress which cails for profit over
people,ce!ebratesthehumanoverthenaturalworld,Standingasarockysentinelagainst
thisonslaught,lgnatianpedagogyrecognizestherealitiesand drives of our globalized
times. Sacredness helps us recognize our collective humanity, 0 ur similarities over our
program is one of striving forward for mutual benefit· spiritual and physical, plant,
narrowing window of ever-greater affiuence at the top, is oppressive to the well·being of
society asa whole. This oppression has been brought on byaglobal economywhose
appctite for resources dwarfs anything previously secn (1999,p.22). Suchrecognition
brings with it responsibility to the educator. "The cTUcial task of the educatorwillbeto
develop an awareness that sees through the logic of destructive globalization... Three
major tasks conrront the educator in survival mode. The lirst iscoming out of denial, the
second is dealing with despair and the third is dealing with loss and grief' (1999,p.33)
In his 2002 essay The Project and VisionofTranformative EdUC(l{ion O'Sullivan argues
"understanding that conventional educational institutions are embedded in the
In coming to grips with the absence ofa more progressive, holisticeducational
framework the gardcn and compost project survives because it helps us redcvelopdeep,
nourishing relalionships with the world around us as well as other communitymembers
Deeply fracturing to societal well-being has been Ihe move away from communitylife,
Thishascompoundedanywilltobeparlofthepublicsphere(O'Sullivan,I999,p.26). In
highlighlinglhegardenandcompostprogramweseelheproblemc1early.\Vehavelel
profit rnargins become our raison d'elre asa socielY. The logic of money over people has
allowed companies 10 parade an arsenal ofchemical poisons masquerading asagricultural
improvements in the fonnofpeslicides, herbicides and fungicides,not 10 mention
syntheticfertilizerstonourishlheplants.Suchimprovementscostalotofmoney.
Further, any benefits derived are Oeeting. Seeds ojChange, a film aboutcanola fanners
on the Canadian prairies documcnts how Monsanto seeds, immune to the pesticide and
herbicide ROllndUp Ready but rendered sexless and therefore incapableofreproducing
beyondasingleplanlinghaspushedalreadycash-strappedfarnlerSlothebrinkof
farmers must return, year after year, to buy seeds and ROllfld Up Readypeslicides
(McLachlan, 2005). "No famlerwould want to harm theenvironmenI, but the financial
advantage engineered crops might offer is ultimalcly more important" (Boyen, 2001,
p.121). This isthe real point. Fanners have to make a profit becausc their profession has
been reduced to its monetary worth. Allotherconsideralions-environmental,health-
vegetables locally as opposed to our present day reliance on produce shipped infrom
lhousandsofkilomelresaway.Withknowledgecancomedespair.WemightweJlask
whysocietyhasn'tmadefresh,Iocal,affordablefoodapriorityforeveryone.It'smore
nutritious, provides physical weU·being for those who plant, weed,waterand harvest it
Educationally we might bemoan that we do not engage with food security directly,that
we haveoutsourced it to the cheapest provider. Which is why we get Icnucefrom
As we scratch our heads at such seeming idiocy despair gives way togriefand
loss. The rapid breaking up and aJlotment of Newfoundland farms, tumedoverinto
building lots or consolidated into single·purpose famls(Murray, 2002,p.263)isa
symptom ofourcoJlective loss·ofphysical farms but also attitude. We as a society have
decided to value money, and wonder why we cannot make places, cultureandhistory
relevant. The necessity of diversity, ecological and economical in nature is also lost. In
gardeningandcompostingstudentsandteacherscanfindresonancc. There is a hislorical
continuity belween what we are doing and what generations of Newfoundlandershadto
do in order to survive the caloric variablesofa long winter on an islandcastinlheNorth
Atlantic Ocean. There are community connections with groups like FEASt,
Newfoundland Food Security and The Organic Fann. The program holds all lhatwithin
it, showing another way forward which embraces diversity not only in the garden, but in
sustuinable gJobal planetary habitat",charges O'Sullivan (1999,p.45). This is a critique
of the manner that contemporary education. and society, operates within. "At this
skills necessary for dealing with the needs of the consumer·industrial phase of the
tenninal Cenozoic period" (1999. p.47). The garden and compost prograrn embraces the
within. Ourprojcct seeks to sustain life on earth rather than destroy it The consumer·
industrial phase of the terminal Cenozoic, that is contemporary society, demandsmore
away, replaced with ncwones. This is an afTront to nature which recyclesevcrything
Our program was originally conceived to lessen our ecological impactasaschool
community. It has provided students with opportunities to see and understandtheworld
holislically through hands·on learning. This learning compliments,ratherthandctracts
from, the mandatcd provincial curriculum (as Chaptcr Five shows) . "I-Iolisticeducators
attempt to root education in an ethical framework that goes beyond thc broken surface of
our lives loday to a hidden wholeness...where the intellcctund spirilarc integral parts of
oneanother"(O'Sullivan,1999,p.64).lnhelpingcreatelhisprogram I have witnessed
students make leapsofinluition and sudden knowledge, moments 0 fgenuineleaming,
mud·splanered and with spade in hand,that brings a smilc 10 my face. There isjoy in
can scc myriad possibilities dancing, tantalizingly, near, tangibly close. In creating this
project we were venturing into the unknown. We had no idea ifanyoneelsewasdoing
anything like what we were undertaking. There was fear, more of rejection than anything
else. ButmostlytherewasexcitementofthepossibilitY,whichbubbled just below the
surface and kepi the momentum rolling through lhe seemingly endless meetings, the long,
dreary months of January and February. Even better, lhisexcitementwastangible for
teachers and students bolh. Partly this is because "in a world of vast diversity... modem
humans find themselves shut up in a world of egocentrism and aUlism, incapableofany
deep or sustained contact with the world outside lhe self' (O'Sullivan,I999,p.193)
alone, without recognizing the value ofwhal the world has achieved and created over
literallybillionsofyears(Berry,1988,p.134).Thismuddiesthepicture, allowing us to
ignore issues, which are the result of all our attendant successes, that press increasingly
upon our peripheral vision-climate change, soil erosion, animal extinction. These
lhrealen the beauty, ifnot lhevery vitality of earth. Providingsllchopporlunitiesof
expcriencctoactivelyengagewiththeworld,guidingstudcntstowards understanding is
the educators job. Everything is"woven intoamulti-Iayered,muIti-dimensionalwebof
inleractionand significance" and it is the educators job to help studenlssee,touch,hear,
Clayton Brascoupe argues that for those who immerse themselves ina
relationship of give and take with the land,as farmers do, "the land begins to speak to
children that they might be sustained (Klindienst, 2006,p.18). Seeing the Jand as provider
and inslructorweshould place our scholastic curriculums within thegeographical,
spiritual and sustaining context ofour inhabited bio·regions.O'SuIlivanfurthersthat
through the action of understanding creation a newmodlls operandi in educationand
societybecomesapparentwhichrecognizesandtreasurestheinterrelationships of all life
We must recognize and be accountable for our responsibilities to the problemsofthe
Earth. We must recognize all life and see their value. This is "the fundamentaI
In taking on such a challenge as educators, David Selby asks that webecome
closer 10 the meaningofindividual,thal is a "person undivided from lhewhole"(2002,
p.83).Hereinisitpossibletofind"aradicalinterconnectednessthat revives mystery, a
has been made of our ability to discern the varied components of the worid. BUlsuch
knowledge destroys wonder and mystery, gives credence to the humanist belief that we
are capable of anything through reason and/or the influence of facts and misses the
whole. We "cannot teach a better way to live. Thut must be born from inside our own
of contemporary westem society and the need for a transformative vision
teaching comes through the use ofpraxis, which demands action broughtout from
reneetion. Through praxis can we see the oppressive stale of the world,and workto
make changes forthcbetter. Our program is using praxis by sowing seeds, watering
them,weeding,harvestingandfoldingcompostbaekintothesoiltonourishitanew
These aetions alone compound intoaetivism. Ouraetions werc informed from the
experienees,andreflectionuponthoseexperienees,ofhowwemightgrowfoodfor those
people least able to afford fresh vegetables. We found a state ofinjustiee that hasn't bcen
meaningfully addressed and have sought to provide a solution. Further, we hope to bring
to students their right to know and narne their world. By working on the gardens ofour
program, by compostingorganie wastes back into soil,they eome to knowthisplaeea
little bctterand appreeiate it and understand it more. Theirsenseofivu, of nervous awe of
what this land might mean for them and their fanlilies, comes from suchexperiences
C.A.BowerscontendsthatFreiredidn'tgofarcnoughinhiscritiqucofthc
oppression in the world. Bowers' contention is that Frcire'sapproach relics upon critical
dialogue alone to foster change. In so doing Freire beeomcscomplicit in the oppression
arguedagainstthcmachinationsofthemodemindustrialculture,whiehfoeusesona
linear modlls operandi ofresouree acquisition and profit-making, his own solution was
itself linear and progressive. That is, he was still speakingofehange within the prism of
people"(2006,p.156).Hereinwefindamultitudeofresponseslolheoppression in
contemporary society, including educational. There is resonance and imponance in lhe
knowledge of noncommodified traditions. Such traditions, in a St. lohn's, ewfoundland
context, might include picking berries during September month whenthe blueberries are
at their sweetest and when the partridgeberries are coming in. It might also inc1udethe
As they relaleto the garden and composl project, both Freire'spraxisand
Bowers' promotion of the commons help us see that oursocicly sufTer5 from a malady of
spirit. Weare besieged by the esprit of globalization· profit. This 10nely, linear goal does
not conlributc to the well-being of our sociely. Through praxis, or expcrience, reflection
and action in education can we recognize the opprcssion we langu ish under. "Education
intent of indoctrinating them to adapt to the world of oppression".Byconstantly
cxperiencing,reflcctingbeforeactinganewteacherandstudentcngage in a dialogue with
thesituationtheyseektochange(Freire,1973,p.88).Inthecommons teacher and student
are thrust inlo"anongoing relationship between cultural practices that characterize daily
life and the natural systcms lhat make life possiblc". Ecosystemsthemselvesbecomethe
onto the complexity and diversity of the world (Bowers, 2006, p.65). Through pra.xisand
inlergenerationalknowledgebecomesanunderstanding,arelationship,betweenseeds,
Paulo Freire's work was guided by a profound sense of injuslice at the dominator
possible. "Men educale each other through the mediation of the wor!d... each man says
lhrough readings and lessons bUl also experiences, we achieve momentsofclarity
Suddenly the walerclears and we can see with purpose the connections that drive life
forward. Today we refer to such connections with now familiar catch words which have
exclusive vernacular. They do not include everyone'sexpcriences and understandings of
the world and ilS many connections within them. Diversity for an organicfarmermight
mean a mixture of crops thai nourish and aid one another. For a young childdiversity
might mean a puddle to explore, spiders to gaze in awe al and flowers to smelLltisthe
same word, but carries with il very different mediations of the experiencedworld
onlya Iinearmociel of achievement, pitting the oppressed against the oppressors and vice
happens because weare not allowed to have other understandingsofwordslikediversity
Only the definition which allows for the continuation of the stoWs quomociel,for
carrots and cabbage, fruits like apples, peaches and cherries and animals such as pigs,
fewcrop-spccificfarms.Specifically,suchfarmsgrowcomandsoyabecausethisis what
diversity, become part ofa living ecology CMyers, 2005, p.83). Our society's reliance on
a few crops, designed to gamer the maximum financial return, means a dependence on
chemically derived fertilizers, of plants sprayed with a hostofpcsticides, insecticides and
herbicides to keep competitors at bay, to insure a good crop. Butinsuch crops "there is
an increase in the water, sugar and protein content of the plants'cells,and a decrease in
much easier for sucking insects to penetrate the cell walls..... C2005,p.85). It's a catch-22
specializing in one crop, grown with the latest technology, fanners become more and
spirit are dissipated and the further he falls away from a spiritually satisfyinglife,"noted
MasanobuFukuokainI978.\Vhilesmall·scalefarmingap~arsprimitive,italTordsthe
farmer time to contemplate, to know the land and develop trnditions whichworkin
harmonywiththeland,evenofTeringtheopportunityto~nafewha;JCllinrecognitionof
the fulfilment the farmer achieves through harmony bctween work and play,natureand
humanneeds,inlife(Fukuoka,1978,p.lll).However,eveninNewfoundlandand
Labrador the auitude of bigger is benerhas taken hold. HildaChaulkMurray,inCows
that,"becauseoftheshortageofsuitablefarmland,fannsizetendstoremainconstant
There is no room for expansion" (2002,263). At least, not of the kind that would make
Newfoundland agriculture competitive. Therefore, Newfoundland ships in potatoes,
carrots, apptes, turnips and lenuce-all of which grow very well here. This is to accepl
theslOfliS quo systcm as the endpoint for Newfoundland fanning. Thcrehas been little
criticalexaminationofeitherindustrialagriculture,orofthe society that condones it here
The program brings all of these issues into sharper focus. In growing producewe
are aware of the living ecology which surrounds us. We name this world, and make it part
of our knowledge. We can see the imbalance ofa world beholden to the rnarketforits
made between opposing it and the our program. In banking education the teacher
says. The teacher knows, the studenrs wait to learn. It isa relationship of) inear
oppression. In our society we have bought into the idea that food isrunningshort, that we
shall need a miracle to feed the multitudes. Companies which creatc hybridseeds, which
promote industrial agriculture, argue that industrial agricuhureand its attendant side
cffcct of monoculture crops which require intensivc watcr and oil resources is the only
way to stop us short of this calamity. Leaving aside the fact that we grow enough food for
everyone on thc globe today to eat their fill (Kauffman, 2009,p.33)we must recognize
altogether as healthy as an organically grown seed. Either growing such seeds alongside
trust in such companies we can see that we are complicit in a societal wide system of
bankingcducation. The companies dispense knowledge, via corporate advertising,for
magic to create a spcll to subjugate the oppressed..." (Freire, 1973,p.44)whichifnot
questioned cannot be broken. This, Freire contends, isan act of violencebecausetheact
p.46).ltisthroughdialogue,whereinwespcakthewordthatacriticaI examination of our
The job of the critical educator is to present an investigation ofinjustice"justified
to the extent it returns to the people that which truly belongs to them." Knowledge of the
seashorc,gardenonawarmingApril morning, and soon. By questioning the dominator
culture pcople undermine the power of the oppressor and find another way forward
possible (Freire, 1973, p.53). Dialogue is fostered in the garden and compost program
Discussionsofwhnt plants are weeds, which are not dominate during weekly weeding
oftendelightinfindinginsects,recoilfromthesuddcnlurchofhiddenspiders,pcer
excitedly into the hollowed out remnants ofa kohlrabi bulb· recentlythehomeofsome
hungry insecl. The. nature of organic farming is such thaI wcoperatc within a living
ecology of plants and insects. In dialogue we blur the line belween teacher and student
and come 10 knowledge as equa!s. This is action and reOectiontogether: praxis
C.A.BowerschargeslhatFreire'scritiqucofsocietywasgood,inasfarasit
went, but limited to seeing,"change as linear and progrcssive"and that the only means of
commons "an ongoing relationship between cultural practices that characterizedailylife
and the natural systems that make life possible..." We find within this context that our
surrounding flomand fauna have much to tell us about the limits of the environment, the
possibilities for growth and interaction between our separate yet linked communities
Freire's linear opposition toourcurrem culture isn't nuanced enoughtoadeptlytackleit
We require an openness to methods where humans aren't necessarily dictating the tenns
(2006,p.34).Whenlayinginpotatoesonetriestoavoidthebarrcnfrostscapeof March
late June before warmer weather breaks through the prevailing sleet and fog that
progress. Sccondly,wc must rethink the notion that traditional cuItures are irrelevant
farming life in and around St. John's. She closed her book with the line"theirs[fanners
and Iheir families] was a good life, the stuff of wonderful mcmories"and thereby cut
shortanypossibililiestraditionalfarmingmighthaveforlhcpresent day (2002,p.264)
Most outport Newfoundland families had a potato garden, a turnip bed interspersedwith
cabbages to sec them through the coming leanness of winter before the spring melt
opened the fishery anew. They were not huge endeavours but small scalegardenswhich
and seaweed the families diligently folded back into the ground annuallytoretumwhat
new garden. Today we understand that such small·scale gardens and farms are by far
grow intensively with complimentary plants and animals (Myers, 2005, p.191)
provides. h isa continuation of the small scale gardening ofyestcryear, albeit growing
some new crops like kohlrabi and tomatocs. The soil is nourished byourcomposting
program. TheSBC garden and compost program recognizes natural limits as expressed
by Bowers. " ...when the values and practices ofa culture exceed what can be sustained
locally and it tums to exploiting the resources ofothers it may insureitssurvivaloverthe
shorHcrmbutupsetsthecommonsleadingtosocielalunresl.unemployment,local
environmcntsandintergenerationalpattemsdisruptcd..."(2006.p.36).lnhisessay
thccmcrgingcrisis'ofclimatcchangc,soilerosion.finitewatcrand oil supplies and the
failure of our educational system is by "conscrving the traditions of noncommodified
knowledgc, skills and relationships within minority cullures. as well as rcgcneraling the
Communitygardcns,likeourprogram,providenotonlynourishingvegetables but also
strongcrintergenerational relationships. They depend on the knowledge of elders to help
(Bowers, 2006, p.145). Truly crilical education demands a socielal shift which
incorporates not only what is best for human sociely, but what will be best fori ifeand
Yvon Chouinard,founderofPatagonialnc.,and itineranlclimbcr, kayakerand
devastation we as a species have visited upon the world. In Le/MyPeople Go Surfing
Chouinard contends "I'm a lotal pessimist [about the environmental shapeoftheworld]
because I see no will in society to do anythingaboul the impending doom..." (2005,
p.187). Notinglhal a bushel of topsoil iswasled to grow a bushel ofcom on the modem
farm tied to industrial meansofproduclion, he muses on his time in South Korea as a
serviceman where "I saw farmers pouring night soil on rice paddies that had been in
continuous use for three thousand years. Each generation of farmersassumcd
responsibilily for leaving the land in bettcr condition than when lhey took possession of
it"(2005,p.191). Adrian Myers furthers that in Chinese societycverything was recycled
andcomposted, from human and animal wastes, to old clothes and Slraw,torestoreand
nourish the soils that in tum nourish the people(Myers,2006,p.38). These were efforts
tostayineommunionwiththeirsurroundings.K.nowledgewaspassedonfrom one
generation to Ihe next, always with a responsibility to thcgenerationyeHo-come
Wendell Berry charges lhat we must always rcmcmberlomorrow's generation,
and the generation after that, in all our decisions. Purticularlydccisions as they relate to
thelongtcrmviabilityofourhabitats."Theonlyneighbourlylhingwecandoilto
preserve lhcir inheritance; we must take care, among other thingsofthe land,which is
never a possession, but an inhentanceofthe living, as it will bcto the unbom"(Berry,
2OO2,p.297).The resilience of such notions among noncommodifiedtraditionsis
undercut by modem education contend Madhu Prakash and Gustavo Esteva. Through
that give life to traditional agnculture..." Schools espouse libcrntion from a life of such
burden, buoyed by scientific reason (1999, p.9). But science is only the human
rediscoveryofwhatEarthcreatedbillionsofyearsago(Berry,1988,p.71).Culturethen,
p)unverse-ofspokenvemaculartongues,offeastsandflavours,ofsufTenngand
ce)ebrating-cannotbc reduced to information. It is too rich, alive, andvibranttobc
kcyedintomemorybitsandbytesthatruntheeducationalindustrytoday" (Prakash &
Esteva,l999,p.30).Thisisaprofoundcritiqueofthemodemcducational system which
bounds well bcyond the scope of this dissertation, limited as it is with in a school and
classroom community. What is important here is the conlcntion Prakash and Esteva lay
outthatonlygradualionwithschoolknowledgecanofTeragoodlife.Thereareother
ways forward which respcctnoncommodified knowledge and tradition which can be
placed within lhe contemporary educationallcurricular prism
Bowers, in The Culfllre ojDenial notes that there are strategies to bringlraditional
knowledge into schoo)s. "As environmentalists become more aware ofthe connections
bctween the high-status forms of knowledge bcing promoted byourcducational
institutions and the degrndation of naturn1systems,theirattention will tum increasingly
job of bringing the different subjects together so that students, and teachers, can see such
socialization involving a constant interplay between the explicit knowledgethatisbeing
dialogue. By tackling our linear view ofnatuce we takeonouranthropocentric
understanding of the world round us. Students can muse upon the root metaphors of
(Bowers 1997,205). Through the act ofrefonning educalion by tack ling the very
"ecologically destructive cultural panems, and pass on 10 the next generationthefonnsof
knowledge, values, and practices that contribute to a sustainable future"(1997,p.216)
and preparing food... knowing how to utilize local materials that take account of weather
globalization (2006,p.161). Contemporary education doesn't do a very goodjobof
they have little to no use, and therefore cannot see any reason to retain beyond thenext
tesLWouldn'titbebeuer,chargesNoddings,forstudentsandteacherstobebrought
together to find meaningful points of access to course material that resonates with them
This puts a kink in the usual testing evaluation because, "we do not expect people to
rcmcmbcrthe sorts of facts that usually appear on tests ... Then perhapsweshouldfinda
difTcrent way of evaluating" if meaningful learning and retention is what we're after
Throughthecompostandgardenprogramanotherwayforwardisdiscemable,
ofTeringgroundcd lessons that speak to a sustainable futurewhich can be linked to the
curriculum (sec Chapter Five). In this new way, Grade 4 studentsco!lectcomposLOlder
the produce. In the process we all leamthat"perhapsourmostpreciousandvital
resource, both physical and spiritual is the common mauerunderfoot whichwescarcely
.....We must apprentice ourselves to an experience of place, if place is to become our
irnportance place education can have for students in their continuing interactions with the
world,toprotectand preserve it for future generations. Onc of the active philosophies in
this context, the Norwegian concept offriluftsliv, or Free Nature, is explored as to what it
baggage of attendant curricular objectives placed upon them. This is place-based
cducatiol1,through physical exertion, as an ends in andofitselr. Michael Corbett's study
of the school and lived communities strung along Digby Neck,on Nova Scotia's Fundy
strongcounterweighltoourprojecl'smovetobringplacebackinto the curriculum
Corbelt rightly recognizes that place carries with it cultural andhistoricalconnotations
which can hold back people from Ihe pull ofcontcmporary society. Howcver, in
removing the significance of place through education we losc Ihe value of being
wasacalmJulydaY,thesunhighinawashedoutbluesky.Werodethesixmileson
walers barcly rippled by any wind in a newly madetrap-skilT,once lhe heart and soul of
the Ncwfoundland inshore fishcry. The refurbished Acadia engine puttcrcd in fickle
opposition to being worked so hard after thirty odd yearsofaccumulatingdustinastore,
and consequently cuI out frequently. A salty-lipped fishcnncn,shroudcd in a perpetual
cloud of cigarcUe smoke would squeeze his sinewy lorso inlo thc narrowconfinesofthe
engine hold to re·slartthe motor. In fits and starts we made our wayacross,thcfrequent
breaks just another opportunity to enjoy the day, the sun slrong across our faces as we bit
into another slice of homemade partridgeberry lassie lart. The sermon was carried away
on the wind and I was imagining my explorations of the island. The Ieisurelypacethetrip
over had lulled me into a poseofrelaxed,come-what-mayquality to thedayslrip.I madc
ready, after a lunch which included still more pieces of tart and sandwichestoexplorethe
Stonn's coming, came the answer. Though I squinted across the Labrador Sea I
could see nothing more onerous than a fewcloudsscanered at the horizon line. The sun
stillshonebrightinabrilliantlybluesky.Butlwasthereattheirbehestso I got back into
the boat. The wind had picked up some and we crested the waves with a heavy slap of the
trip. Never once did we seem in any real danger and I wondered at the sudden urgency to
leave. It was only after successfully navigating the tricky shoals that mark Joe Batt's
harbour mouth that I glanced back at Little Fogo. It had disappeared. In its stead a black
skyedgingtoa mauve-red at the waterline, rain lines visible,slantingnearlyhorizontal,
To know a place so well as to see a stonn coming from the minutia of clues
ofTered has stuck with me. Clearly, these were men who had gencrations of knowledge,
aswellastheirownexperiences,tobuildupon.Wedon'tvaluesuchknowledgeanymore
asasocietybecausethereisnoeconomicmeritinitatfirstglance.But such knowledge
fosters "a sensc ofcuhural responsibility" to one's inhabited place. Therein we need to
grapple, as Newfoundlanders and as Canadians with what our localities mean to us and
places can help increase student engagement through rnultidisciplinary, experiential.and
intergenerational leamingthal is not only relevanl but potentiallycomributes to the weJl-
being ofcommunity life:' We can only do this by regularly immersing ourselves, as
pedagogy that relates directly to student experiences of the world,and thatimproveslhe
qualilyoflife for people and communities" (Gruenewald. 2003,p. 7)
places, then what iseducalion for {1992, p. 33)?"Western civili zation erupted on the
its problems, bcginning with the place called home. This is notasimpie-minded return to
a mythical past but a patient and disciplined efTort to learn, and insome ways. toreleam
embmcetheexperienceofbeinghumaninconneClionwiththe... worJdofnature"to
"Knowledge of the nearesl things should be acquired first, then that 0 fthosefurtherofT,"
importance of connecting the curriculum to local places and ecologies, whether in social
sustainability" (Dubel & Sobel,2008,p. 317). Howclsccanwe findthe link between the
lackoffamling in Newfoundland and the rising price of food in grocery stores which are
part of the global food system? "The more that political,social,economic,educational
and religious lives are shared in a particular place the greater the senseofcommunity"

and Necessity ofTumbling and Fumbling reminisces about a childhood spent,"roving
around in the woods, wandering in the mountains, skiing or skating, thiswasourwayof
living." In such daily interactions with the wider world itis impossiblenottogleansome
lessons, to "develop a unique awareness of nature that endows us with allitudes towards
nature... It is more important today than ever before to give people (both young and old)
the possibility to tumble and fumble through friluftslivand through the provision of
natureasa 'learning room'"(2008, p.103). By interacting with thenaturaJ world we
recognizeitsbeautyandenterintoareiationshipthatisphysicallY,mentally,and
spiritually fulfilling. Climbing a granite outpost in the Rockies, hikingupawooded
mounlainor living outside, subject to the whims and vicissitudes of nature 200 days of
the year (Chouinard, 2005, p. 37) are just some examples of fosteredrelationshipswith
nalure. In a November 2009 DirtbagDiaries podcast titled The YO/ingConservationists
lhere is a cclcbration of interacting with the world as farmers, kayaker/activistsand
environmentally-conscious politicians. What is most poignant isthe connection to place
and the possibility fortransformative ends that the protagonists findtherein.Theyoung
farmer saw the possibility of starting a farm, but lackingcash,notasan obstacle but as an
opportunity. Within months, having sold shares toa community-supportedagricuhure
organic start-up fann she was providing vegetables to neighbours, family andfriends-
245). Molly Ames Bakeraskslhat no mauerwhat ouraetivity in placethatwebe
"actively engaged wilh the land because it becomes more integral toourexperienee. his
through purposeful eonsideration ofour relationship to the land that we deve!opourown
ever.evolvingpersonal process of coming to know a place"(2007,p. 250).Bemard
Schofield'swhimsiealA MiscellanyojGarden Wisdom represents then a collection of
aceumulatcd rhymes, songs and sayings that together represent millenniaofhuman
undcrstandingofthesoil,seedsandthecomplieatedmiracleofgrowlh."Harvest time'
has been rendered meaningless. It is our loss that the natural rhythm has beenbroken .....
(1991,p.43).Losttooistheunderstanding,bomovertimcofvegetables and theirafTeetl
"Onion skins very thin, mild winters coming in. Onion skins vcry tough. coming wintcr
very rough" (1991, p. 47). These phrases have become nothing more than quaint folklore,
speakingtoa past wildly out of touch with our present. When wc cngage actively with
the land through the compost and garden program, by nourishingthc soil. in planting
crops weeding and harvesting wc are embedding ourselves within piaee as a teacher and
valued partner. Wccome to know it better, to value its eompany. This is the true meaning
large. A similar situation prevails today on Fogo Island. Further, the industrialization of
fishing, like farming, has lessened the need for bodies on boats. Jobs that were once
assured are dictated by licences and a spot on a dwindling number of trawlers. This has
led to a debate between educators and the people of this place as to what constitutes a
necessary education, as per the following excerpt from Corbett's book taken from a
"Educator: These kids have got to have a good education so when they get out of here
just we're not educated in the eyes of the school..." (2007, p. 32)
In trying to survive the single~minded purpose of the global economy - profit ~ the
communities of Digby Neck and the manner in which they interpreteducation,inschool
and in place, has changed. Large trawlers do the work ofa score of smallerboats.People
have been forced to move away to find work. Teachers themselves have been complicit
in reneging the importance of place to students, as this former student recalls,
"I remembcrsome of the teachers talking aboulother places and making il
sound terribly exciting and making us feel like Digby was the bottom of the
barrel,yourhorrible little community where nothing important was going 0 n
going next year and what you're going to do nexl year. ! wasn'tgoinglObe
you wanted a career, a success story you had to leave..." (Corbett. 2007,p
parallels lhe story of fanning, or rather the loss lhereof. across much of the western
Barry Lopez recounts that. as he grows older he has begun to ponder the "moral
understanding, equity comes down to listening" (1999, p. 145). InhisessayEfferleurage
hespeaksofJack,ananagamakilnponersomewhereinlheCoastalRangeMountainsof
Washinglon State, a man versed in lhe woods, lheclay, indeed the geology of hislocality
"Jack'sallegiancetohiscommunity,hisregardforphysicallabourandhispreoccupation
wilhtheprocessratherthantheobjeclsoflife... whichmakcsapparent that he works
every idea he has through the filter of local materials, local gcographyandlocalpeople
makes clear that what he is looking for is a reintegration of'man' and'nature',something
liketheconfonnitybetweenariveranditsbed..."(l999,p.173}.Inessence then Jack
becomes for Lopez one oflhe, "local geniuses of American landscape... forwhom
geographythrives.Theyaretheantithesisofgeographicalignorance... Their knowledge
oflheirplace is intimate rather than encyclopaedic, human bUl nOl necessarilyscholarly
It rings with the concrete details ofexperience" (1999,p. 133)
RobertThayerargueslhal,';liketheotter,humansbondwilhlheworldinpart by
civilization has rendered the world gray, loud, and predictable, seeking 0 uttheland's
quiet blue-and-green comers is moslcertainly a necessary return to our hunter-galherer
origins" (2003, p. 82). Through such interaction, or play, we gamerthe "experience with
the nature ofa place to belong to that place" (2003,p. 84). MacFarlane muses at the end
of The Wild Places whether his favourite copse of beech wood inapark outside
The compost and garden program at Sl. Bonaventure's College was not
pedagogy, transfonnative education, place-based education and sacrednesscompliment
program,intheend,entrustedontoourstudents.lndeed,loourteachcrsaswell
Understanding such responsibilities allows us lO better understand slewardshipas
miracle ofwarer and sun becoming plants, and then grapes. Such miracles impIyhuman
regard for our surroundings, that we insure its well·being not only for futurehuman
generations, but animal and plant as well (2002. p. 299)
parsley and oregano, chives and thyme, cucumber, lettuce in a multitude of varieties and
momingsto transplant seedlings, lay out the plastic black barrier that retained soil heat

notes the Patagonia advertisement, "the fabric of our shared culture" (Cahall,2009;
sludentparticipation, there are elhical issues which must be explored. Of primary
small cily population there is a risk Ihat sludcnts may idcntifythemselveswithinthc
narralive of my shared stories of the project. However, no student issingledout.lnstead,
story of this projecland help make sense of it, and its place withintheworld.This
own texts and with what consequences? How do we nurture our own individuality and at
objectivity as the sole means to understanding research and the world. There is historical
baggage in such acceptance which needs to be unpacked. In brief, scientists,both
physical and social, used to employ the languageofpocts. They added literaryOourishto
their findings and they were as celebrated within the readingpopulaceasaretoday's
chnngcd.Gollcwaslheliterarynodinhisfindingstowardsfiction,dramaticfonnand
autobiographical narrative. Anything which tied the person to the findings was removed
I-liswording became terse, distant and objective. In short, scientificresearch took on, "an
epistemology of fear and suspicion" of how findings might be intcrpreted (2003, p. 79)
Knowledge was powerfuJ. By removing the person from this power scientists were able
to squirm away from culpability with the findings. In accepting thisdoctrine as the only
localities through our experiences thereof. "Localism allows students to explore their
worlds through hands-on participatory leaming experiences which build on core
thisprojectlamutilizingstories,thewrittenword,astheverymeansandmethodology
perse.inthegardeninghistoryofSt.John's,ewfoundland,norcanlspeak to the
experiences of fellow St. Bonaventure'sCollegegardeners-students,teachers or parents-
who may find in the project a completely different narrative. Mywrinen story,blending
many narratives viewed through the prism of my experiences, "does nol'reflect'social
realily, but produces meaning, creates social reality... [for] havingapartial,local,
historicalknowledgeisstillknowing..."(Richardson,1999,p.928). In using writing asa
means of understanding the impact of the project I embraced the idea that, "language is
nOltheresultofone'sindividuality;rather,languageconstructs the individual's
subjectivity in ways that are historically and locally specific. Whatsomething means to
individuals is dependenl on the discourses available to them... The individualisbolhsile
and subjcct of these discursive struggles for identity and of remaking memory." [author
as method requires not that a lonely truth be written, but that I prcscnt as plainlyas
possible the full texture of the project for my audience, that they may experience within it
In telling this dissertation through a story, I am not claiming to have uncovered
the truth. Rather, in the postmodemist tradition I have uncovercd many truthswithout
storydisscrtation I produce the meaning held therein, help create soc ialrcalityevenwhile
acknowledging its boundaries upon my writing. Laurel Richardson writes that meaning
stories, told from the vantage points of informants andacademicsboth.Fromthissynergy
narrativecomcsanawarenessandappreciationoflhemcaningshoused therein. Thus, this
projcctreprcsenlsdirrerentthingstodifferentpersons(1999,p.925)
"For critical pedagogues, the 'texts' students and teachers should 'decode'aretheimages
bringaetiontogetherwithreflectionweachievepraxis.Thereinstudents and teachers
alike can pereeive and analyze the reality of the situation they find themselves within and
This is embodied in Margery WolPs work,A Thrice Told Tale. Her "ethnographie
work represents [her] understanding of China as a result ofconversations heldand
sense of what [she] saw,orread-firstto [herself] and then for [her] readers"(1992, p. 5)
In this efTort to present her experiences ina small Chinese village, looking back over a
span ofthiny years, Wolfemployed three separale genres "deseribing in difTerentways
what happened in the little village ofPeihotien..." A fietionalstory, unanalyzed interview
transeriplsand an academic anic1e convalesce into an analysis, albeit with "different
perspectives, written in different styles, and with different 'outcomes'''ofWoJrs
experienees (1992, p. 7). The power of Wolfs analysis then isn't initsadhereneetoa
rigid academic model. Rather, in forgingancwway forward she secks out the myriad
truths that embody all stories. What is interesting is that within each story is a reflection
of the trueexperience(s) of the narrator, which change dcpcnding upon when and why
and teachers were able to perceive that the agricultural stOfllS quo in Newfoundland,
which utilizes just three percent of the island's landmass foragri cuhuralwork,hasleftus
in a quandary after holding and tasting produce from The Gathering Place Expcrimental
Garden and The Organic Farm. In tasting what their surroundings couldprovide,students
too poor to carry out agriculture like Ontario, ManitobaorSaskatchewan's
«Newfoundlanders used to grow their own vegetables," a student participanlinour
project was later quoted in The Telegram as saying (Bartleu, 2008, Paragraph 6). Having
brokentheholdofthestotusquo,newpossibilitieswererevealed.This dissertation about
against industrial farming and for small-scale agriculture. This statemenl has come only
Margery Wolfnoleslhat when human behaviour is uncter research lheresearcher
program as it is in life in general. Both are tied inlimately to the experience 0fthehuman
to student participants and community partners constantly left us wrangling with the
were necessary to the project. Michelle Finenoles that we live inadichotomoussociety
We operale as socielal vassals to the stalUs qllo and yet positionourselvesas finnly
oppositional to the slatusquo, often in the same conversation andloraction.Thisshecalls
might bemoan Dominion for driving down the price local Canadian fa rmersgetfortheir
produce and make a principled point ofslanding against them, byshoppingalSobey'sfor
mygroceries,lonlyservetofurtherundenninemyprinciples.Canadian fanners operate
ona precarious financial knifepoinc Perhaps I might be beuerserved toshop at a
farmer's market where the farmer keeps the dividend and I can be assured of the quality
story we want told of ourselves. and the Truths. Ahhough I compost. make a pointtoeat
lower on the food chain and make my own granola, my actions to temper my
environmental footprint are swaJlowed up because I live and operate in a society that is
runningroughshodovertheworJd'secologicalbalanceanddiversity.Weneed not look
for such dramatic breaks forconfinnationincthnography. Rather, it attempts to create
fonnofexpcricnce.Forus,narrativeisthebestwayofrepresentingandunderstanding
Our project has been, and continues no doubt to be an eXlracurricular event, a
social justice project and an ecological opportunity to right some of the wrongsinnicted
upon the natural world by humankind. I seek to prescnt as many of the voicesaslcanin
as accessible a manner as possible so that readers can discern for themselves thelruths
therein.lnusing\vritingasmethod,pm'Cis,icomctoethnographywhcrcinreaders might
constructions of how persons and things bccome meaningful through everydayactions"
(Goodall,2000,p.41).Ethnographicstorytellingallowedmetousemyownexpcriences,
and that of the students as I perceived them. This led me not to The Truth,perse,but
many lruthsembodied in these stories. From these came insights into the currentmakeup
ofoursocietyeducationally,culturally,politicallyandagriculturally.RobertKrizeknotes
that in mining the self we sift through the silt of accumulated debris of experiences to
through research. Ethnographic storytelling, then, is a means lodelve deeper into the
human experience. It contextualizes the whole, in this case a compost and garden project,
through personal experiences and allows "narrative and identitiestobisect"(2003,p
The students working on the garden and compost program cannot be named in
this dissertation. l-Iowever, they helpcd drive the project forward. Theirenergyand
incorporate theirslories into a text written in my voice. Herein did I seek to dissipate the
tension between being clinically systematic and the desire, at theveryheartofthis
dissertalion, to hold onlothe stories of student and teacherexperiences (Jessop & Penny,
embedded within my own voice, my own stories. "Everytexl,cverystory,privileges
someone'spoinlofview"(Goodall,2000,p.160).lnthissituationI have utilized my
own. Autobiographical stories are interpretationsofa lived experience crafted to fit inlo a
slorywith beginning, middle and end. However, I hopcthat the students'storiescome
through as well. These are different variationsofa shared experience. "...Questionsof
ownership [of the stories] are not as important as are questions of responsibililieswith
represenl studenl experiences and voices while ensuring their anonymity is how I retain
responsibility to my partners in this project. "The act ofre-presenting the stories and
mce and class power relations. To exclude it... is to deny the overlapping,intersecting
and sometimes competing cluster of relationships that are set up in an explomtionwhich
compost project the voices of all participants must be accounted for. Only then can I
II was not an easy process letting the voices of students, integral tothejoumey
along which the garden and compost prograrn at St. Bonaventure's College has
undertaken, be funnelled through my own writing. It felt,atmoments,di singenuousto
present their contributions thusly. Yet, at the same time, theirstories have been suffused
into mine. Elements of their truths have been incorporated inlomyown story. Ethically,
they cannot standalone. But in using ethnographic storytelling, their presence has not
beenlosLPraxisinwritingallowedtheprocessofexpericnce,reflectionandactionto
come to the fore. This has bcen integral to the success not only ofthis dissertation, but
also the program generally. In this way praxiscomplimenlswriting asamethod,which
demanded thai I find my voice as I became, "bolh sileand subjectofthesediscursive
struggles for identity and of remaking memory",crucial to the story oflhisprograrn
Labourer-Teacher program. The spring had been cold and windy, but ilbroke inlohumid
wannlhjust as suddenly. Wilh Ihechange came a startling break from the enforced
sprinklers into Ihc fields to coat Ihe new plants inwaterwhich,should thc night dip 10
freezing, would encaselhe Oedglingplants in ice and prolcct them from the worslOflhc
bitter temperatures. Looking back I can see that here was ivu within a modern
understanding. The farmer knew what Ihe land waseapableof,and knewloothedamage
We didn't begin Ihis project with a sense ofivu. We merely wanted 1o lessen our
environmental impact as a school community. However, I Ihinkthat a burgeoning sense
ofivu, of understanding what this place was capable of and the ramifications it might
Ihroughthe sloryofthe garden and composl program at St. Bonaventure's Coliege
Septembcrhadonlyjust bled into Octobcr, and the followingSaturday we would
rake up the leaves in the bcginning of the school's compost program. For now we were
bundled upin fleece, shivering as the winds howled down from the north.Markwasat
carbon fOOlprint in Iheprocess. Mark showed us the compost bins. StufTed with carrot

concerns-vandalism,studentapathY,eyesore.Wemanaged,withinthe short time af'ter
proposing to begin a compost program, to have it approved by the school administration
by answering all their concerns. A short week aficr mccting wilh Mark at The Gathering
Place we congregatcd on a crisp October Saturday morning, pcrhaps twenty-fivestudents
andtcachers, to begin the composting projecL Clouds skitlered across the light blue sky,
born away by winds streaking down from the north-easl. We carried our instruments or
learning for the day, rakes and shovels, a whccl·barrow with a slight Iy dcOatcd tire, three
cardboard boxes from which three plastic compost bins would emcrgeandcompostable
piles of leaves across thc soccer pitch. There was a restive mood to the day. This, after all
was the beginning. We were starting something. Compostingwas lhenewdeal at SBC.
No !onger would students or teachers throwaway apple cores and bananapeels, no more
the bulwark ofa toss·it-away, garbage culture. Compostablebags ofrcd,yellowand
brown leaves stood propped up against the chipped brick wall. These leaveswould
providevaluablenitrogentoourcompostproject.lsmiJed,surcthat we had breached
some great divide. From now on, peopJe would act ditTerently at SBC. Garbage was out
Triumphant beginnings bled into the realities of incorporating suehaproject
within a culture used to throwing away organic waste. Lcssthanamollth after we began
our compost project at the school the custodian, afraid that the compost bins might
become buming pyres with the approaching Guy Fawkes Night, told usthat we had to
move them. When this failed to prompt immediate action he soughtout and convinced
the school administration of the looming threat. The palpable fearsoftheschoolbuming
down required us to movethebinstwicewithinadaY,toa forgonencomeroftheschool
sickly sweet smell of rot and the growing girth of the cafeteria rats. While David and I
pointed out lhat both lhe nies and smell could be explained by theaccumulationof
rotting sandwiches and sticky soda-pop at the boltom of the school's recycling
containers,thatlheschoolratsdidn'taltainsuchproportionsonadiet rich incofTee
grinds and mildewing lettuce leaves, we had to work hard to keep the program viable and
This was helped by our exposure in the local media-a full-page spread in The
Telegram(November2008),a four minute interview on CBC's RadioNoonshow(May
2009),anotherCBC segment on the afternoon show, an interview in TheScope,St
John'saltemativenewspaper(July2009).Butwiththeschooladministration busy with
the day-to~day minutia of tackling student discipline issues, attracting new students to the
schoolandrctainingtheonesalreadythere,financialadministrationandahostofother
issues which kept the school viable, we needed to find a vernacular intowhichtheycould
autumn.winlerandearlyspringof2008-20090urprojectlanguishedbeyond the pale of
regulated and restricted within certain parameters. This makes them less reievant and less
fun. Subsequently, students don't retain as much information from suchexpcriencesand
simply many students, and for that matter teachers and custodians, couIdn'lseeany
purpose for composting because it wasn't pa110ftheir understanding of the world
Compost bins had become just another set of garbage conlainers. Andgarbagewas
Yet in throwing away garbage without understanding the implicationstherein
environmentally, economically, socially· which this dissertation touches upon but does
not go into indetail· we risk losing the opportunity to know our world,both in schools
and outside them beyond a bland reading of textbooks or hands·ofT viewingoffilm.Both
of which distance us from our surroundings, dampen the potential of illII. "We are the last
general ion that can experience true wildemcss"ofwhich there is Iessandlessleftinthe
world. "We need 10 protect these areas of unaltered wildness and diversitytohavea
baseline, so we never forget what the rea! world is like· in perfect balance, the way nature
whatever our roots, arc firmly entrenched within a growing environmental disaster. The
garden and compost program has the potential to help mitigate thisdisaster.Although
limited in scope, it is the educational lessons of the project which can foster changed
with the earth through gardening and composting we embrace the Ecozoicand move
growing, harvesting,composting· within the scope of the school community and
any one of us. bIll was not the goal ofourprojecL But in allowing for students and
OUltoTheOrganicFanntoplantseedlingsandweed.Somestudentsmadeaconcertcd
meetings held no promise of success. Quite often they involved arehashing of the stated
purposes of our project and an attempt to bridge it with other groups effortstoestablish
community gardens in and around St. John's. But students voiced their concerns,
opinions and hopes for the project. They inspired other groups withtheir energy and
enthusiasm. This spoke to the students' understanding and acceptance of the, "pressing
values that give life some satisfactory meaning... Il is a moment of transformative
compost program, but that we should have two raised garden beds on it as weil. This
decision was reached on a cool and misty May weekday during a lunchtimemeeting.It
was gamered not from the sttength of either mine or David's arguments, but rather the
the project. The orwegianexplorerFridtjofNansen"emphasizcdthatpeopiewili
always have to take risks to auain achievemcnts. But ccrtainly therc should be some
proportionality between what is ventured and what can be attained within reason"{Repp,
2007,p.11 I). The risk in accepting this project was that it would founder due to student
apathy, be prone to vandais and scartheschooi campus. Buttheauainmentoffresh
produce, donated in full to Emmaus House Food Bank aunched to the St Bonaventure's
College campus fulfils the Jesuit educational ideal lhatstudcnts be men and women for
for the garden and compost project to remain partofSl. Bonaventure'sCollegethough,
we needed to find a piace for it within not just the school communitY,buttheclassroom
In lhe beginning oflhe garden and compost project noneorus, not David
rourgardenplots.\Vegrewpotatoes,tumips,carrots,tomatoes,zucchinisquash,parsley,
oregano, thyme. and radishes too, all of which was donated to the Emmaus HouseFood
the smell of garbage wafis, the compost project is the first lobe fingered. Compostbins
A water ban was put in place. But our zucchini squash vines and tomatoes nourished,and
June for the amount of precipitation. Days and nights were cool and wet. It wasn't until
July that summer finally arrived. Weeds and slugs nourished. The gardens neededalmost
daily anention to keep the weeds at bay. These are the lessons we need to accrue if this
program is to remain successful in the future. Through this project I see us all-teachers,
students and partners-coming to know our surroundings better, and working to make
sure they are available for tomorrow's generation too. This is why we have worked to
link the projcci to the Newfoundland and Labrador Provincial Curriculum because within
the objectives listed can students, parents and teachers find resonancc with the project as
a scholastic tool which makes teaching and leamingresonatc gcnuinely
Part of the agreement that we could begin an on-campus gardening programwas
other marauding forces of ill-intent. In truth ilcould have deterred almost none of these
half foot gap between poles which was wide enough for any self respecting canine or
ascnseofownershipandcommongoodresonatestothewidercommunity.Suchspaces
ofcxample at a community garden in Rabbittown, a lowcr-income area of St.John's, the
only vandalism they received was the loss of some vegetables. But this was the purpose
ofthewholeprojcct-to provide vegetables to those least ablc to afTordthem.Perversely
then, the theft became an affinnation that the project was doing good work (Author
conversation 2009). Our fence proved to bc the most arduous part of the entiregardcn
and compost program that first year, requiring the combined efTortsand skills of teachers,
students, outside consultants and community partners. It was also the most expensive. We
hadlospcndthebulkofthemoneywc'dreceivedrromdonalionsandgrants to acquire
It took us the better part ofa week to plot out the site rorthc garden,d ig down a
foot and a halronlyto find it knotted with gnarled and twisted roolS.We thenfilledinthc
hole and moved thecntire operation to the othersidc orcampus, dug cightholesthree
feetdcep,filledthemwithconcreteandplacedeight-rootmetalpolesintoset.Thenwe
set up the door to find the measurements taken werc too big. However,thc concrete had
bythistimesetandthoughwethoughtsomeratheruglyphrasesourhands were tied. We
set up the door anyway and strung out fencing round the nine and a halffootbythirteen
foot perimeter. Attached the fence with pliers. Blisters, pinched skin,scrapesandbruises
It was in the midst of such physical punishment as we hauled the mesh fence
fencewasattachedtothepostsatthebasewithawirethatwasstrungthroughthefencing
and pulled tight. Two students, rather than measuring the entirety of the structure were
calculating the perimeter using the Pythagorean Theorem. The last math course I ever
took was in high school. The teacher was an energetic math enthusiast witha
mathematically·laden vemacuJar I could make no sense of. I revolted against random
letterswhichrepresentednumbers,orworsenumericvalues.Percentagesgavewayto
graphed tables which followed convoluted formulas and my brain seized up and delivered
could understand. I can remember complaining to a c1assmate that I could see little use
for the Pythagorean Theorem after a c1ass of examining 3.14 eXlrapolateddownbizarre
Yeton that day in the garden, as fingers caughl and skin frayed as we hauledand
verbally cajoled the fence round awkward comers, there were two studentsusing, indeed
arguing over how many Pi made up the perimeter of the fence. I'll admit that my first
tongue, however and listened in toa fascinating dcbate and show of mentaJarithmetic
that mymind-brined in a heady, but mathematically mute mixofhistory,Jiteratureand
poJitics-barely followed. At long Jast the two students agreed that they had deduced the
pcrimetcrand cut the wire. I passed along my congratulations, noting thatlhadnever
seenausefulapplicationforthattheorem.Thctwostudentslookedatmelikelhadtwo
propcrlycut wire through the fence. Both of them were pushing on it frombchind,sothat
incapable of wiping the smirk from my face. I had managed to cven the score between
applied mathematics and myself. However, that moment stayed with mc. A parcnt had
challenged us to sec the utility of the garden as an acadcmic 1001 to augment student
leaming. Here it was right before me. If we could bridge the garden into the school and
classroom curriculums it might make leaming resonate all the slronger wi thstudents
With thisexpcrience fresh in mind David Martino and I asked fellow staff
mcmbcrs to see if they could find a place within their lessons for the garden and compost
program. We received purticularauention from the primary and e1emenluryteacherswho
exampleareexpectedthroughtheLifeScience:PlantGrowthandChangescurriculum,
specifically Uscs for Plants, to respond "to the ideas and actions of others,suchas
farmers, gardeners, environmentalists, grocers, and loggers, and acknowledge theirideas
and find that they are not opposite goals. Hcrclessonsaboulfarmingthe land sustainably,
as put forward by Masanobu Fukuokaand Wendell Berry might offer insight. Clearly
their writings need to be percolated dovm into a more approachable languageand
grounded in hands-on work with the compost and garden project. Such hands·onleaming
wouldalsocompelstudcntstoseetheconditionswhichbcstaidinthegrowthofplants-
sunlight, walcr,soil,nutricntsandwarmth. This makes thc movement of the seasons,
from summer 10 fall, winter into spring all thc more poignant in that thegardenitsclf
Such a c1car link belween the garden and curriculum, whichChaplcr Five will go
intomorcdclail upon, becomcs muddier as students ascend into the higher grades. While
some Icachers in junior and senior high school were intcrested in workingwiththe
projccl,their interest was belied in their reliance on us bringing the projccttothem
through pictures, by measuring out the garden spaces and in bringingtothcm examples
of grown produce. The garden and compost project was for them a pcripheral tooI,not
university preparatory school. Formanystudents,"theemphasisisonearningmoneyina
provisional future that has nothing to do with place, commons, or community" (prakash
became the garden and compost program. But having themselves becn educated withthe
notion that university is liberating, individually and financially, theydidnotplaceas
in the west cannot fathom another way to perceive the world save the industrialcomputer
analogy... and schools reinforce the individual hedonistic-oriented lifestyle, aim for
individual success as happiness" and thus perpetuate the western-centric way of living as
the best (Bowers, 2006,p.71). Lisa Gregoire notes that the InuitofNorthernCanadaare
being swept up in an environmental revolution which will radically alter their way of life
But through local ingenuity and intergenerational teaching andlearningtheirknowledge
of their lived place-;vu-maywell provide them with the abilily toadapttoawanning
Arctic(2008,p.sO).DavidGruenewaldchargesthateducatorsmustfindhowplacefits
While the project is not yet conceived of as part of the everydaycurriculumforSt
They delight in the lhriving ecologiesoffungi,wonns and insects they find withinthe
subjectedtocollectingcompost.Theydonotwhineaboutbeingridiculed.Rather, there is
plantingseeds,wateringplants,harvestingproduceandwanttobeapartofit.Here then
isintcrgcnerationalinspirationandlearningwhcreinwemightunlockthe possibilities for
through reOection can come the realisation that humans arc only transient beings and that
inlcrdcpendent" (Bowcrs, 2006,p.143). In hands-on learning rc lcvanl to the provincial
curricular objectives students discern and understand more than any texlbook could make
specific. "Facts and figures, reason and logic can show us the errors 0 fourprescntways;
they can dclineate the risks wc run. Buttheycannotmolivate,thcycannot teach a better
way to live. That must be born inside our own convictions" (Selby, 2002,p.88)
community'scurriculum, both in the classroom and outside of it, theanswer is potentially
their time and energies freely and even begun their own gardcn projects athome.\Ve
projectasatbestaperipheralschooleventwhichdoesn'tconcernthem.lhave tried to
capture the nuanced realities of setting up this project. Neveroncedidwe contend with
overt anti-eomposting or gardening sentiments. Mosteveryone.fromthc school
administration to parents and even a majority of students agreed from the very beginning
of this project that it had merit as an after school program, as a means to green the sch001
and, pcrhapsmost importantly as an educational tool. Yet we have a!sooftenencountered
responses like, "This is a great idea, but where are you going to put it?"toasuggestion
we start a gardening project. And, "I think this would be excellent, but what about
vandals?" whcn we requested to move and expand the compost program. These concerns
Thiscoincidedwithalargertrcndinsocictylowardsaccounlabilitywilhour
sUIToundingworid. The Globe and Mail was running articles in early springandsummer
of20090ngrowing food in backyard gardens in the weekend Style section. Awareness of
food and compostingwere reaching levels previously seen during Iheearly1970'sback
to the land movement (pollan, 2008, p.l72). Suddenly wc were onto something,tapping
into a larger trend. The solitary, loncly goal of reducing the carbon footprint of the school
had become part of the St. Bonaventure's social justice mandale, an extracurricular
activity and an educational possibility. In the process it had become somethingmore
the program within the school and c1assroom curriculum, as welJ as in providing
Within the program students and teachers came to operate ina middle ground,
us knew much or recognized that perhaps there might be limits of where we could go
with the project. We managed to network successfully with other community
organizations within the St. John's metropolitan area and were rewarded with knowledge
about the gardening possibilities, the fears of lead contamination with urban gardening in
St.John's, the peculiarities of the local growing season and the fact that a great many
people of different shapes and sizes, political stripes and religiousaffiliationsfound
resonance with ourprojcct. Students involved with thc project led a Saturdaymoming
workshop at the SI. John's Fanner's Market and spoke at the Georgcsto"mNeighborhood
Association annual general meeting. Whilc wc arc making in-roadsinbridgingthe
project intosubjectcurriculumswhich,Ibelicvc,canbean invaluable educational tool to
augment curriculum objectives, we still have work before us. The garden and compost
project has bcen accepted within the St. Bonaventure's Collcgc sch001 community
I curriculum, bUl nol fully
The rain came down in lancing spears of cold. The air hovered with moisture,and
the wind carried great sheets of wet. Into this mess, only a day removed from the last of
autumn's sunshine we trudged,carrying buckets and bags to gather up the bountyfrom
prodigiously. I had convinced myself that it was our collective green thumb which led to
zucchini are so prolific as to be considered a nuisance. The potato plants had largely
shed,covered in cobwebs and frequented by scurrying insects, 10 find lhepotatoeshard,
golden and plenliful. They quickly washed clean in the exposing rain. Theearrotswere
h was a great and terrible day foraharveslo And it wasadaythe twelve 0 fus
would not soon forget. Fewwordswereexchanged,thetasksobvious.Tomatoeswere
plucked from the vine, carrots pulled up, potatoes tumed over and the zucchini carefully
manoeuvred out of their spiny cavems. The food was destined forthefoodbank.Ata
would,1 thought, be a treat from the everyday of need. Did the students get to eat any? I
was thinking that preparing and eating some of the results would beanimportantpartof
theexpcriencetoo, educationally but also in showing what freshproducetastes like, what
garden. Though we were in the aCl of harvesting, and winters snows felt none·too-faroff,
toCabotTowerandbeyond,theblueexpanseofoceanlhatdemarcalesNewfoundland
from its distant European geographical lineage, when the garden plot had first been
planted,wcededandnowharvestedwastoseethelandtransformed.Wehadputour
starnpon this place. We knew what it was to work with a place and be rewarded for our
effor1s. The swampy heat of summer had given way to the cold lash of autumn 'sstorms
Through ilalJ,however, had we come. leamed and taken away a successful haulof
bigger is beucr and farms are often dependent upon ahosl of sprays and infusions,
syntheticallyderivcd,to keep insects and weeds at bay, Antoinc dcSaint-Exupery
famously wrote thal,"the more perfect machines become, the more Ihcy are invisible
add,but when there isnolhing more 10 take away" (Deakin, 2008,p.1 SO). Industrial
agriculture has taken the stance that there is always more to add. Assuch,themodem,
industrial farm runs roughshod over the precarious ecological sllstainability of farmlands
around the world. "Industrialized agriculture thrashes the land,anddiminishes its soil life
fertility"(Pollan,2008,p.116}.MasanobuFukuokaarguedinI978that industrial
agriculture relics on a plethora of theories which wed agriculture to the industrial model
but without any real growth in produce yields (1978. p.75}. F.H. King,anAmericansoil
inChina,KoreaandJapanhowtheJapanesewereabletofecdthreepeopleperacreof
personlWhatmakesthisexamplepertinentnearlyacenturylateristhatKing was writing
from a perspective where the United States had virtually exhausted "strongvirginlands
continuoususe(Myers,2005,p.37}.lntoday·seraofintensiveadditives to our food.
which has attained startling. unprecedented yields from a historical perspective, there has
been an "incremental erosion in the nutritional quality of our food .. ."Industrial
agricu!ture prornotes the exaggerated growth of plants because they are infused with
synthetically derived nutrients. Such plants have shalJow root systemsbecausenutrients
arc readily available at the soil's surface. Organic plants, by comparisollhavedeeproots
The reason for these deep roots isto tap into "the slowdecomposition of organic matters
[which] release a wide range of plant nutrients.. ."and to partner with mycorrhizae, "the
soil fungi that lives in symbiosis with plantrools, supplying planIs with minerals in
exchange fora rationofsugar"(Pollan,2008,p.120}. Organic plants thus have access to
organic wastes. in mimicry of what nature does. we provide invaluable nutrients back to
multiple crops nurture and protect one another. we can increase yields and keeppests
In growingmanydifTerent plants. farmers are able to keepaway insects and
discascsthatmightflourishwhenjustoneplantvarietyisgrowninabundanceinone
area. By resting the soil and growing green manure cropsofc1over and rye which are
ground back into the ground nutrients arc given back,agift forwhat the soil has
provided. This was what Fukuoka "discovered" as a natural farmer. In reality his was a
rediscovery of the way farming was done for many millennia, as he himself admitted
(1978,p.112).Heletdyinganddeadorganicmattcrcompostatopthesoil,which
nourished it and thus the plants. This is not adding. It is falling into tune with the manner
nature itself deals with the cyc1e of life and death. Deadmatternourishes the living and
pesticides on crops. Further, we were very keen to stay true to the originalintentsofour
program,composting.Bymakingcompostintosoilwewouldberespcctingthenatural
and Melba Rabinowitz and community partners like Food Education Action St.John's
(FEASt). Each of them helped us understand what it means to grow food on eeologically
suitable for food production, which has resulted injust over three pcrcent of the island's
available landmass being used for agriculture (food Security Newfoundlandand
Labrador, 2009; foodsecuritynews.com). Wearenollimitedinwhat we can grow here for
there isastartlingdiversityofoptions-lettuce,tomatocs, artichokes, cucumbcrs, squash,
than supcnnarket produce, and for those reasons should be taslier and more nutritious"
that fruits and vegetables are often priced beyond lhe means of those 0 na fixed income
By growing organic produce for Emmaus House Food Bank we wanted, as a projeet,to
promolC socialjuslice and health together. Too often those with lhe least fi nancialmeans,
p.171). Wendell Berry wonders why "rest and food and ecological healthshould not be
the basic principles of our art and scienceofhealing...[for] nothingismorepleasingand
heartening than a plate of nourishing, tasty, beautiful food artfully and lovinglyprepared
In beginning this project I was not aware of the depths of my own ignorance of
this place. I was a hiker, runner, cyclist and kayaker. I often feltconnections to places
because of such experiences-the whistle of the wind through trees, the lap of water
against bamacleencrusled rocks, the smell of the forest floor as the fog begins to pull
away back to sea and the sun warms the ground. I was also aware of the hugedisconnects
western society had towards its food and those who picked il. I sawconnectionsbetween
Asa Labourer-Teacher with Frontier College I had lived and worked side-by-side
with migrant farm workers, largely from Mexico, on two farms. The lirst was a smalJ,
family owned tobacco and ginseng operation near Teeterville, Ontario. The second was
also a familyopcration, but constituted a sprawling expanse offruit orchards and
vegetable lieldsjust outside Vineland,Ontario. On the second farm I spent days mired in
a stupefying humidity and nights of sweaty sleepless in a stifling bam converted into a
donnitory.I also shared with these menan exposure to a comucopiaofsprays-
pesticides, insecticides, herbicides, fungicides-with the barest protectionofTered,little
to pick zucchini flowers. These flowers adorned plates in the dining rooms 0 fToronto's
brightest culinary talents and were thus sold at a heady price at the Toronto Food
ExchangeandtheLawrencetownMarket.Soeveryseconddaylwenttothezucchini
fields and picked zucchini flowers. My wrists were slashed by the thorny undersidesof
the plants which were coated in the residue of those sprays. Everynightthatlpicked
those flowcrs my wrists would swell uncomfortably until I could barely use myhands
When I showed the farmcr-ayoung, university-educatedeconomist-mydamaged
besmirched by insects. "People like thc idea of no pesticides," he noted. "But they're not
willing to pay forit."Asa mere farrnworker, I paid the price for the un-besmirched,
With the benefit of hindsight I can see that he wasn't so cold to myplight as I
might first have believed. His smirk marked the Faustian deal many Canadian farmers
have had to engage in-usingspraysandspecializing in foods that bring in lhebest
financial retum so that they might keep their livelihoods, theirhomeswithintheir
intcnt on growing a few grains that are transformed into an endless plenty of cheap food
which has had a pronounced impact on us financially, and on our health, our ecology and
This was precisely themindset our program sought to counter, albeit admiuedly
on a much smaller scale. Simply, we felt there was a place for a compost andgarden
program operating on a closed loop, composted organic maner nourishing the garden
beds and providing nutritious produce. We also stepped out into this programseekingto
address the lack of fresh produce made available at food banks. Poverty demeans.lnno!
allowing thosc who most need fresh produce the chance to afford it we contribute to their
well-beingncgatively. They rely ins!cadon food that is fillingandcheap-and which
often brings with it (when eaten in large quanlities) complicationswilhweight-gain,
obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease and even cancer (Pol lan,2008,p.171).Our
program has sought to address this lack,though we have mel wilh mi xed success. While
polatoes,onionsandcarrotsdisappearquicklyenough,ourcropsofkohlrabi, lettuce,
cauliOowerandzucchinisquashwereof'tenretumedtous.Moreworkneedstobedone
to educate society about the importance of vegetables. and how to prcparc them. Still. in
growing organic gardens with the produce donatcd to the food bank we are fu lfillingthe
Ignatian charge of the school that we be "men and women for others" and ,"find God in
ignoring one segment of society financially we pay for it in other ways (heahh care costs,
nature to our gardens. We wanted our students and teachers to have the experienceof
place, ofdiscovcring meaning for themselves there, without the worry of swollen,
(Carson,1962,p.65).Wewantedaprogramthatwouldrecognizeitsimportancetothe
human, but also natural communities. For those reasons did we decide to grow
organically, to supply food locally for those least able to gamer fresh, nutritiousproouce·1
As to whether our project can act as a roadmap for other schools and community
organizations to follow in partnering with community and governmentorganizations,
local expcrtsand like-minded individuals and/or groups I seeintheSt. Bonaventure's
Collegegardenandcompostprogramtheframcworkorpossibilities.St. Bonaventure's
College,asaprivatcschool,allowed David and mcthe freedom to concciveofthis
program, to parachute it into the school's extracurricular activitiesand,insomecases,to
meet curricular objectives and later, to find a place for it within the school's Social
of gardening, and where we might locate it, this obstacle provcd to be beneficial to our
program in the longrun. We had to attend meetings, a lot of meetings, which tested our
brought to us. To alleviate womes about vandalism we proposcd thai thesehoolgarden
participation and commitment from the project's inception. We did research to find out
thatusedgreenspacesdon'tattractvandals,theyrepelthem.Wealsofoundthal by
exploringthc links belween the project and thc provincial cumculum, as well as the
school's articulation of social justice we could develop the rcquisitevemacularto
convincelheadministrationthatourprojectcouldbesuccessfulifgivenachance
In offering advice to school and community groups interestcd in ereatingtheir
own projecis I would propose an intimate familiarily with the school and/or community's
stated goals. Within those goals the articulation of your project become part of something
which already exists, ralher than a crude appendagctacked on which might distract from
Incslablishing linkswilh govemmenl agencies our project had Iitlledirect
Stewardship Board (MMSB) about composting and the availability 0fcompostbins.Up
until 2008 theMMSB had offered discount compost bins, Achangeintheleadershipsof
the MMSB saw their mandate re-configured to educating, alone and without the
availability of cheaper compost bins, the province about composting and recycling (The
novices n plethora of information, including the means ofmnnufacturing your own bins
ewfoundlandandLabmdorgaveusapresentationonclimntechangeandthepossibility
forcomposting and gardening, the reintegmtion of the life creation mystique if you will,
to help dnmpen its worst excesses. That is, by composting organics you takesuch
materials out of garbage dumps where they can rot, slowly, for decades and even
centuries-impededbyplasticsand poisoned by synthetic chemicals. Compost becomes
soil which nourishes plants with nutrients which sustain life. Plants breathe in carbon
dioxide and release oxygen, which means they are centml to our nbi lity as a species to
survive. The Conservation Corps also awarded our project a gmnt with which we were
nble to purchase seedlings, box gardenkits,soil,manure,somebasic tools and fencing
Mark Wilson and Lori Heath in their capacity as managers of The GatheringPlace
Experimental Gnrdenallowed students to help oul within their own project'smnndate
This gave students the opportunity to learn about the leaching of Iead into the downtown
soils of St.John's from decades of throwing coal and old paint intothebackyard,tosee
the opportunities growing plants has to restore the vitality of the soil and nourish too
This latter partnership brought us into contact with Food Education ActionSt.John's
(FEASt) and Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) SL John's wherein we learned
about the struggle to re-establish a gardening tmdition in St. John's andNewfoundland,
and thalNcwfoundland growsjust 15%oftheproduceiteats(FoodSccurity Network of
project and one of theirs. This in tum led us to contact Can·Do Productionswhichoffered
support and the box garden kits. The WellnessCoalition·Avalon East awarded our
project a grant in recognition of our ability to partner with outside agencies, which has
culminated in the project's second year in a working community garden with FEASt and
Pippy Park St. John's at Oxen Pond Road. I ofTer these examples to showlhat while we
may not have gottenwhal we initially wanted from MMSB,that obstacle becamethe
opportunity tonetwork,toengage in constructive dialogue withother groups representing
myriad agcncies and agendas and find common ground. Thesuccessofinitiatives like the
garden and compost project at St. Bonaventure's Collegc depends upon a wide spectrum
ofsuchgroupswhichsupportoneanother.lnmanywayslhismirrorsthehealthofawcll
maintained organicgarden.diverse,withdifTercnl shapes and tastes but grounded in the
with a wide variety of community partners, like Mark Wilson atTheGatheringPlace
Experimental Garden and Mike and Melba Rabinowitz al The Organic Farm. Such
opportunitiesbroughtwiththcmtheexperienceofgettingdirtundertheir nails and
planlingseedlingsbutalsotheopportunilyloconnectthesephysicalexperiences to their
classroom leaming's. Reading aboul plant growth and soil composting is one thing. The
experience of planting that seedling in soil crcatcd from composled organics·thiswas
genuine learning at work. Some students have also given discussions about our gardening
and composting program at the St. John's Fanner's Market and the Georgestown
eighbourhood Association, turning on its head the studenHeacher hierarchy. The
ability to leach others, to help them create at the least the idea of gardening, has been one
Our project can be seen as an attempt to recapture "the commons"· the meeting of
the human and wider biotic community within a given bio·region (Bowers, 2006,p.34)
Through such meeting places do we reinvigorate communal reiations.Thecommonsas
markscontemporaryWestemsociety,inthefonnofsuburbsandindividualmotor
vehicles. Instead we must seek integration between human, animal and plant
communities that share bio·rcgions(Bowers, 2006, p.35). We may recognize,
intellectually, the need for this reintegralion of the human worId with the natural world
As such wcmight posit, even acknowledge. that global warming, so il erosion and water
degradation are happening and caused by human actions. But what stopsusfromstepping
forward isourpcrccption that none of these constilute an aclual threat to our way of life,
(Monbiot. 2008. p.33). The rhetoricofan approaching ecological calamity is countered
by the resounding echo of the costs of tackling said problem. It has become an either or
dichotomy: either the environment or the economy, jobs or forests.Today'seconomic
and societal status quo is considered an infallible good. Environmentalism stuck in this
binary argument becomes an evil in that it argues against the mantraofeconomicgrowth,
againstthestatusquo(Rifkin,1983,p.54).Yetwemissoutontheshared dreams and
hopes for the future we all share as citizens when we percolate such huge issues into
simplistic binaries(Suzuki,2002,pA).The interconnectivityJame5 Lovelock spoke of in
his Gaia Theory (1977), where all life is interconnected and in tum nourishesMother
chemical nitrates and pesticides that keep fields going are washed out along the great
rivers of the world every spring and summer where they collcct into great poolsof
chemicalsthatfosterbloomsofalgaegrowth,whichintumdepletethewaterofoxygen
(Suzuki. Moola. 2008. Paragraph 3)
This is one of the efTects industrial agriculture has on our world. It originatesina
divorce from the natural world. Further, it highlights the loss of a narrative which places
humanityinworkingpartnerships,harmonyeven,withthenaturalworid. The Christian
Book of Genesis has become a relic to the dogma of science for some, andheldaloftas
the literal gospcl truth by others. Both miss the power of mystery inthe creation mystique
slory, the story of life, to sway human behaviour, to help us hold in reverence our
surroundings. This is what Edmund O'Sullivan termed globalizationversusTheStoryof
the Cosmos, one limited to human endeavours of economic growth while the other tries
to encapsulate the story of how life began and will continue to grow (1999,p.197).The
beginning to understand. Many more have yet to be discovered. Wecanfindthe
cosmologicalstoryinthesuddenspurtofgrowthfromazucchiniplanl,ponderous
compost program. Through them we recognize the issues earth is grappling with which
existence. The story of our project, grounded in a small city teetering on the very edge of
thecontincntalshelf,ispartofourattempttohelpthisplace.St.John's,Newfoundland
has until quite recently been absent with now de jour environmental actionlikerecycling
Still there isn't a viable composting initiative in the city. This Ieaves a rich vein of
provincial curriculum in classrooms, and with the work of other cornmunity groups and
teacher partners like FEASt and The Gathering Place Experimental Garden. This is how
wetapinlOthepossibilitiesforintergenerationalteachingundleaming which serve as a
powerful counter argument to globalization~s blunt goal of profit (Bowers~ 2006, ISO)
and magnify the power of this project to foster new possibilities wi lhin this locality
peoplcto build resilient economies, to conserve cultural and biological diversity, and to
preserve ecological integrities" (Orr, 1992, p. I70). Inrccognizing that our project
parallels the work of other projects and intentions to hclp save specific areas we find
common ground across a multitudeoflocalities. Yet without some kind 0 fnationaland
lhc problems of pollution, climate change and soil erosion as irrelcvant tousinlhehere
and now. Rather, we must take a page out ofYvon Chouinard's book. Founderof
Patagonialnc.hcdcnotesafulll%ofthecompany·ssaleseachyearto causes that
environmental philosophy at Patagonia..." (2005, p. I90). Actionwashowwewould
engendcrncwpossibilitieswithinSt.Bonavcnturc'sCollegc,amongstthcstudents,
tcachersandthcwidcrcommunityofparentsandrclalives.ltwaswhywcpcrscveredin
all those mcclings,bccauscwefound something langibleandviableinthepossibilityof
lhegardcn that was missing in our then cveryday discourse
Mike Rabinowitz told us on that grey, misty April moming thaI Newfoundland
was the best place to grow lcttucc. !t was richer in nutrients, grewbetter than anything
produced inCalifomia, Mexico or even Ontario. I'll admit to being sccpticaL If
cw[oundland lettuce was so good why couldn't it get past the provincial borders?\Vhy
ignored the realities ofa province which aJlocatesjust 3% of its territory to agriculture
didn't sell us any run·of·the·mill iceberg lettuce I had expected. Instead we got four
There were red-tinged oak-leaflenuce, curly rounded leaves that blossomcd into great
plumes of greenery and red lettuce that grew quickly and came whole from 1he ground
Their navour too was differcnt. though this could have been the resultofeatingleuuee
that neverentcred a vehicle. We mercly harvested and walkedlhe Icuuce over to the food
bank,admiuedly pilfcring here and there for summer salads and theeomplimenlsof
But the stroke that brought down my scepticism was the summer breakdownofall
fcrry service between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland in July of our first growing season
ForfourdaysnovessclstraverscdtheSlrait,andlettuceshippedfrom Mexico and
California sat in the stale heat of July. The great refrigeratcd trucks idled,then shutdown
The lettuce bcgan to rot and liquefy in the heat. These lettuce Icavcs,nown and driven
lhousandsofkilomelrcsandsellingforuptoeightdollarsingrocery stores in
Newfoundland,symbolized our dependency on the global market to provide us with
whom would those least able to afTord vegetables tum when prieesskyrocketed?The
The ferry debacle raised in me the economic and environmental folly of our
currentsystem.Wehavegivenupfoodproductionin ewfoundlandfortheconvenience
of grocery stores. Yet, increasingly, food prices are rising. utrientcountsarefallingin
factory produce because companies seek out not vitamin rich plants and animaIs but
not terribly difficuh,to grow lettuce in Newfoundland. Educationally,growing food
ofTers muhiple lessons to students and teachers alike on growing, and maintaining crops
I couldn't say if Newfoundland lettuce is the best. But it's the best I've ever tasted. By
taking ownership over food,bygrowing it ourselves, we areeducatingtomorrow's
consuming.Citizensseekoutwhatisbestforthecommunitywithinwhichwealllive
Which is why similar projects like ours need to be brought into schools.Such
to inspire other groups to promote local ecology, to work to protect andfindnewavenues

conjunctionwiththecompostingbecausethereliesthemostnaturalfithetween
compostedsoil and gardens-where death can provide nutrients and life. Aswe
progressed with these two separate but related segments we saw the need tobridgethem
into the regular, day-to-day instructional mechanics of the classroom. Thisrealization
came about as we navigated the treacherous, mentally-numbing shoals ofcountless
meetingswhereweweretryingtoconvinceothersoftheworthofoUfprogramwithinthe
nephews anendinga school in Ontario where greenhouse work was part of the prescribed
"If you do something like that, let us know. We'd like to be involved,''she said
We had harnessed the energy and talents ofa strong, vocal minority 0 fstudentsin
the junior and senior high grades. The immersion of our project withintheday-to-day
cOlllpliments thecurriculum-alwayshas. As David Orr explains
diverse fannsand the experience of the natural world that they foste red
explains in large part, I think,the increasing gap between the broad
support for environmental causes evident in public opinion polls and a
growing ignorance of how ecosystems work and how private
5.1 Origins and Examples of School Gardens
practically free from disease, without the slightest help from ... the modem experimental
[famling] station" to which he was anached. What he found in these uneducaledfarmers
could discem what the earth could provide(Mycrs.2005.p.51)-thcvcry opposite of
alienated from their birthright of trees. fields and flowers..... To correct this she founded
were seen as a means 10 energize students with rigorous hands-on learning of farm work,
preparingthesoil,sowingtheseeds,wateringthencdglingsecdlings, weeding and later
harvesting the produce. So successful weretheythatPhilandcrP,Claxton,the
thercin. At Martin Luther King Jr. Middle School in Berkeley, Califomia an old parking
lot has became a garden under the tutelage of local chef Alice Watersandthe enterprising
vision of Principal eiISmith.K.nownas"TheEdibleSchooiyard".thegarden
incorporates lessons in science and social studies. as well asofTeringhealthy fare in the
growth of plants. seethe interaction between plants and insects, find on the very doorstep
of the school the life cydeofa whole interconnected web of life, human to inseettoplant
to fungi. In social studies there was a recognition that food and its preparation are at the
very core of culture. For the many students from Mesoanlerican lineage• the growth of
maizelcom and subsequently its preparation into food allows them to tap into the rich
cultural and historical connections that empower students within their culture and allow
The FoodforLife P(lrtnershipin the United Kingdom otTers an interesting
national example of schools making use of organic gardening to fced students. to provide
fresh produce in low-income communities and educate students in a broader context than
just what is prescribed by thecurricuium. I-Iereinstudents grow fruits and vegetables on
the school grounds which teachers make use of in classes. When said produceis
charities. In reference to the former, schools participating in the Food for Life program
which by their very nature are laden in salts, fats and sugar-simply can not(Pollan,
2008,p.149).Literallyhundredsofschoolshaveparticipatedandbridgedanational
curriculum (for more infonnationvisit www.curriculum.qcda.gov.uk) with lessons in
animal husbandry. gardening, weeding. harvesting and healthy eating and living (Food
Finally, the Everdale Farm and Environmental Learning Centre outside
HiIlsbourgh,Ontario isa 50-acre mixed farm which ofTcrs schools and interested
individuals theopponunity to become farnlers for a day. In this regard they provide tours
and lessons, linked to the provincial curriculum through hands-on learning.Tolearnona
fannistodo.Sonotonlydotheyraisegoatsandchickensandgrowvegetables, they also
ofTeryoungpeopletheopportunitytobettcrunderstand,throughphysicalexperience,that
healthy soil equates with healthy plants which resuits in healthypeopIe-students
included (Everdale Organic Farm 20l0,evcrdale.org)
myexplorationsofthefoodchainhavetaughtmeanything,it'sthat it isafoodchain,
animals we eat... to the health of the eater, in body and mind"(2008,p.144). To my mind
you cannot really appreciate this connection without, in some way,beingtangibly
connectcdtoit.Thus,theexamplesofTheEdiblcSchoolyard,theFoodforLife
partnership and EverdaleOrganic Farm underscore the imponance of healthy produce
In using the gardens and compost bins which are the physical trappings of our
project we, as educators, can traverse the precipitous fault line of the "tenninalCenozoic"
story that marks contemporary westem society-so intent on exploiting the resources of
the earth for shorHenn profit without acknowledging the needs of tomorrow's
generations-toamoresustainablefootingandtheholisticvisioning of the "Ecozoic"
story (O'Sullivan, 2002, p. 4). Herein, as teachers and students we may find our i\IU and
delight in being alive and perpetuating it,sustainably
In a notion such asivucan I see why we embraced the challenge laid downby
Mark Wilson to begin a garden, to use ourcomposted soil. 1-1 is challenge awakened in us
a desire to bc a part of something broader than ourselves, which spoketoourcommunity
at large. Bybecominggrowersoffoodalongsideourstudents,David alld I were in tum
challenging our students to see beyond the limits of the grocery store.Bytaking
ownership over the growing of food, by composting, by having students lead community
workshops on our project weare instilling in them not thepassivityofconsuming,butthc
active role of citizenship. This idea found traction early on in the project'sjoumey.We
decided that we could donate the grown produce to the Emmaus I-Iouse Food Bank,
providing fresh, local produce to those least able toafTord it
Ourcompostingproject was well·received,within the school and outside it. There
was a measure of peer pressure from students to make ourselves, as a schoolcommunity,
lhat.just like citizenship, gardening required us to do somehomework,to become
researcher, specific to agriculture. While employed in this field he felt there were better,
chemical sprays and manipulations he saw as a researcher. To prove his hypothesis he
left his job and setout to grow naturally, without interference either physicalorchemical,
in his father's tangerine orchards. "The result was the branches were intertwined,insects
attacked the trees and the entire orchard withcred in no time" (1978, p. 13). This failure
resulted in his return to agricultural research,thistimeasaconsultant. ButitafTorded
Fukuokathcopportunity to became attuned to the methodologyoforganicfanning
through his work. He immcrsed himself in the Icssonsoflocal farnlcrsandgamered
success to the point that he regularly achieved yieJds of rice andgrainswcllbeyondthe
purviewsofmodernagriculture."Sinceadvanccdtccbnologyhadnothing to do with
growing this grain, it stands as a contradiction to thcassumptionsofmodernscicnce
Anyone who will come and see these fields and accept theirtcstimony,willfeeldecp
misgivings over the questions ofwhethcror not humans knownmure,andofwhctheror
understanding. So we have sought out and listened to experts like MikaandMelba
In this regard. having understood where we began. we were also very concerned
succecded in initiating this project, gameringcovemge in the local media (The Telegram,
to see the possibilities of gardening, of bridging the divide bctweendying into living into
dying, an idea early agrarian Christians understood as the very beginning of the Ii[estory
understanding, where our project relied to a great extent on theexperiencesand
intelligencesofothers,withthespiritualunderpinningsofJesuit theology readily
bccoming apparent, did this dissertation focus itself on two questions
What injluellce can a compostingandgardeningproject have on asch001
commllni/y'scurricllillm, bo/h in/he classroom andolltside ofit?
COllld/heSt.Bonaventllre'sCoUegecompostingandgardeningprojec/offerother
schools a model ofworking with commllnitypartners, local exper/s and government
science teacher, or the most gifted math student. But I can still see where this project
influenced by the Ignatian pedagogical paradigm of experience, reflection and action. I
would suggest that in bringing a project like ours into a school communityoneinvokes,
even without trying, a sense of the sacred. Edmund O'Sullivan in hisessayTheProject
and Vision ofTransformative Education addresses the ideaofspiritualityinthe
contemporaryciassroom."Contemporaryeducationtodaysuffersdeeply by its eciipse of
the spiritual dimension of the world and universe ... It [spirituality] has been compromised
by the vision and values of the market.. Our first and foremost task in life is to take hold
ofourspirilual destiny-a phrase that isnol a household word in education. Nevertheless,
we must begintoconsidereducationasa spiritual venture" (2002,p.lO).Holistic
tangibly. This is why compost and gardening need to be brought into schools.ltiswhat
gmdes.Childreneasilyconnecttostories.Fromthemtheywishtosharestoriesoftheir
when I began my teaching career in Waltham Abbey. England. Though trained as a
secondary school teacher I found myself instructing first Year 6, and then Year3-the
understanding fights rooted in who had taken whose football, understandingthat pants
under by stories about last night's footbaJl match, horse riding lessons good and bad.
really needing to usc the 100, and the adventures to bc had along the local canal bank. The
their vision back to the objectives at hand, something which comesonlybylisteningand
a strong dose of patience. But students' need to tell stories isrooted, I believe, in an
areallcaughtupinacrcativcdanceofinventionandintcrpretation... Learning to
understand new experiences in relation to remembered and predictcd experiences isa
InapproachingtheewfoundlandandLabmdorcurriculum,then,onemustbe
cognizantoftherolestorycanplay-forstudentsandtheteacher-evenwithin
ed.gov.nl.caledulki2lcurricuiumlguideslscience'primary/gr30utcomes.pdf),asks students
to study the lifecyc1e ofa plant and,"observe and describe changes that occur during the
life cycle ofa flowering plant through written language, pictures and charts" (Primary
Science Curriculum, 2010, p.124). Herein students can usc the ready Sforyofthepiants
grown in their garden, from seed to seedlings, to nowering plant to zucchini laden vine to
living things and the environment" (Primary ScienceCurricuium 2010,p. 126). This
demandsagainanappreciationofstory,butofadifferentgenre.Rather than centring
their stories on the plant, now the plant is part of the broadercontext of life that nourishes
lifc.Studentscanquicklyundcrstandthatplantsprovidcnourishment,viapollen,for
bees, which create honey, which provides sustenance to animals and peoplc. Grade 3
students could also see how growing vegetables organically-part icularlyfrom
compostedsoil-helpstheenvironmentbecausethcyaren'tusingsprays or additives
which kill other plants or insccts, which in tum can hann otheranimals.Having
understood the stories of the plant, and the plant ecological communities students could
"Respond to the ideas and actions of others, such as farmers, gardeners,
environmentalists, grocers, and loggers, and acknowledge their ideas about the uses and
replenishing of plants" (Primary Science Curriculum, 2010, p. 128) Thus, students come
plants. They will come to see that we, as a community, bring often divergentideastothe
great table of humanity about how we deal with our plants and theirecologicalnetworks
gardeners students can perhaps have a keener appreciation and understanding of these
many stories and the multiple truths they contain. Here lessons about fanningtheland
on leaming would also compel students to see the conditions which bestaidinthegrowth
of plants: sunlight, water, soil, nutrients and warmth. This makes themovementofthe
windy weather, At thc core of such lessons are the studcntdcscriptions of how plants are
important to living beings and the environment which will resonate asgenuincleaming
when coupled with working in the gardens, Such work brings forth thenotionthatthey
have experiences in the outdoors with which they can inspire and educate their
2010,ed.gov.nl,caledu/kI2/curriculum/guidesiscienceJelementary/gr4.pdf) students look
specifically upon animals and plants, and their interactions. Students are asked in an
program students might see howcomposting organic wastes could be beneficialto
habitats in that compost provides nourishment forahostoflifeforms-microbiotic,
fungal,insectandmammalian-as it istumed from waste back into soil. As well, students
could examine howcomposted soil can be reintroduced into gardens and provide
invaluable nourishment to seeds that blossom into vegetables like potatoes,caulifloweror
zucchini squash. Students might then contrast their use of composting andgardening,
which has a positive impact on habitat, with what they do at home,whichmayormaynot
have a positive impact. In Collecting Scientific Information Using Models of alural
Habilal students are expected to,"construct andlor maintain a model of natural habitat,
(Elementary Science Curriculum, 2010, p.32). The compost bins and garden provide
ready~made natural habitats from which it is a straight-forward matter of venturing forth
locotlect information. Merely removing the top of the compost bi ns brings sludents into
direct contact with a host of life forms. Depending on the season sludentsmight
encounter bumble-bees pollinating zucchini flowers, bcetlcs roamingtheshadyunderside
o[polatoplants,rabbitsscarperingaboulintherelalivesafetyofdawnorduskfora
nibble on a kohlrabi bulb. Organic gardens not only nourish human lives but celebrate the
diversity of life around us. Having experienced the compost and garden up close students
might, "suggest improvements to the model of the natural habitat andmakeitmore
realistic and habitable for organisms" (2010, p.32). Understand ing that compost happens
promotion of various organisms. For such a comparison to takc placestudcn1smustbe
cxposedtobo1hvaria1ionsofcompost.S1uden1smigh1alsocomparcorganicfarming,
which promotes organisms bencr, for all round bencfi1 of plants, animals and humans
Thccompostandgardcnprojcctbecomcshcrcthcresourccforinvcstigation
Ncwfoundiandwasreasonablysucccssfulupuntilthcmid-twenticthccntury
usingsmall.scalc, local,organicagricuhure 10 supply the green vegctablesandpolatoes
islandcrswould have depended upon 10 supplemenl thcirdiet. Yet we don'l.asHilda
Chaulk Murray describes, competc well in an indus1rial agricuhural conicxt,nalionallyor
globally. because Ncwfoundland suffers from a lack ofsuilablc land andbyitsrelativc
isolation gcographically(2002,p. 263). Siudenis cannot make such a comparison wilhout
having the opportunity 10 expericncea garden and/or compost bins upcloseand
personally. Thcrcin lies the opportunity to make connections with habitals,nol only as a
contemporaryissueofenvironmentalimportancebuttoahistoricalcontinuityofusing
the land around ussustainably. By which I mean making sure that lhesoil and habitats
arc lookcd after for use nol only lodaybut for successive general ions of farmers
ThaI such lessons might be beyond the scope of Grade 4 students isbeliedbymy
ownexperiencc in getting the Grade 4 students at St Bonavcnturc'sCoIlcgc 10 1akcover
the compos1ing part of the projcct. Over two lessons I wcnt into their ciass and brain
slormed the importanccofcomposting, in lessening our environmental footprintasa
schoolandlheopportunilicscomposlingprovidedforhelpingthesoilandplanls
successcslhatdegenerated into gargantuan failures. Thcy clearly underslood that
compost is part of the food chain, the interconnccted weboflife to which lheylhemsclves
arc part. In losing compost wc losc the nutrients in our gardens and sufTeraceordingly.
This understanding, alongsidc theircnergy andjoie de vivre.made Ihcircontributionsall
Junior high and highschool students take a bum rap for lethargy and apathy
Today's generation areaccuscd of environmental ambivalence, lheirbrainsbefuddlcdby
hoursinfronlofvideogames,socialnetworkingsitcsandtcxting.\Vhileitwould
certainly be a stretch to suppose that all students are interested ingardeningandlor
composting, within the contexi of the compost and garden program at St.Bonaventure's
College wc have had a vocal minority participating willingly on thci rtime-afterschool,
cvcnings and evcn weekends-tomake the program suecessful. Therehavecvenbeen
momcntsoftranscendentalfunatgettingdirty,atuncoveringpotatoes from the ground
and eating carrots, sweet and crunchy, newly picked. We need tomake such moments
availablctondolescentsif,asasociety,wcwishtobalancclivesbctwccnteehnologyand
natural environmcnts.Thal is, what Robert Pyle tcnns"nature literacy"mustagain
In Grade 7 Science, Unit 1 students look at Interactions Within Ecosystems
(accessed at Grade 7 Seience Interim Curriculum Guide, 2010,
ed.gov.nl.caledu/kl2/curriculumlguidesisciencelgradc7/unit_I--&rd7_science_edits_June2
OIO.pdl).lnlookingattheRelationshipBetweenScienceandTechnologytheyareasked
to "provide examples of scientific knowledge which has resulted in the development of
technologies" (Grade 7 Science Curriculum, 2010, p.21). Within the context of
agriculture there arc two distinct scientific-technological examples: the industrial-
agriculturalexampleandtheorganicllocalagriculturalexample.lnexaminingthe
industrial agricultural model students might note the success of the GrecnRevolution,
wherein with the aid of pesticides and new seed varieliescrop yields rose sharply in the
1960's (Myers, 2005, p. 66). However, this reliance on extemal imports constitutesa
financial burden "which often reduces profil margins, despite the increase in yields. In
induslrial countries, farmers are now tied 10 producing as high yields as possibleinorder
10 maintain the increasingly small margins necessary for financial survival"(Myers,
2005,p. 30). \Vhile science and lechnology have succeeded in leaminga lot about how
plants grow, and in developing pesticide-resistant crop varieties, this has not resulted in
Crops grown with synthetic chemical fertilizers grow more quickly and develop
they grow so quickly, without the need of deep roots they accumlllate fewer nutrients
from the soil. As well, without the need for composted organic matter in the soil perse,
those nutrients are not present in the crop-yielding plants ofcoIlventionalfanns(Pollan,
2008,p.120).Students,havingwatchedFoodlnc,mightgraspsuchshortfallsof
industrial agricuhure relatively easily
Organicllocalfannstendtobesmallerinsizc,growingavarietyofcrops.Such
fannsoftenmakcuseof"greenmanure"·orcovercropsofcloverandryewhichare
life"(1978.p. 34). This is not a departure from scientific understand ingoftheland,orthe
diseases, many of which tum oul to have important antioxidant, anli-innammatory, and
productive lands for increasing numbers of people, fanns in China, Korca and Japan
managed to stumble upon the necessity of composting, makinguseofthetechnology
available to them to control pests and promote soil fertility while (inadvertently, perhaps)
creating more nutritious food. Such lessons as describcd here bccome all the more
powerfulwhenstudentsareabletoworkwithinanorganicfanncontext.Furthennore,
ecosystem through interactions among plants, animals. fungi andmicroorganisms"
(Grade 7 Science Curriculum, 2010, p.38)
Environmental Science 3205 (accessed online at Environmental Science3205
ed.gov.nl.caledulkl2Jcurriculum!guideslscience!envsci3205_Unit_3.pdl) asks students to
look at Forestry Ecosystems, and either Mining or Agriculture, often within a
Ncwfoundlandcontcxt.lnthecasewhercagardensitcandJorcompostbinsareavailable
the following outcomes might provoke students, and teachers, to utilize said sites to fully
devclopthcm.lnthcexamplcofSpecifiedCurriculumOulcome(SCO)3.58studenlsare
askedto,"investigatetheuseofplasticmulchasamethodforimproving plant growth"
(Environmental Science 3205 Curricu[um Guide, 2010, p.128). While much has bcen
made of organic agriculturc's move to make itsclfless reliant on petroleum-derived
pesticides and fertilizers, the use of plastic mulch representspossibi Iitiesforvcgetables
which our program has made use of. Anractingsunlight, the mulch helps retain moisture
and heat in the ground and thus promotes plant growth. Students could easily compare
promoting sound environmental farm management" (Environmental Science3205
Curriculum Guide, 2010, p. 130). In short, how are farms trying to become sustainable?
Within a local economy where environmental impact is measured acutely by the quality
of water, the nutrition provided by the produce and the heahh and well-beingofthesoil-
and where small-scale farms growing a diversity of crops inacomplimentaryfashioncan
nourish-this isa very pertinent question. It leads into a largerdebate about the nature of
agriculture in ewfoundland-whichcanonlybeagoodthingas less than 3%of the
province's land is allocated to agriculture and only 3% of the workforce ismeaningfully
tied to farming-which includes aquaculture. Further,thisSCOtiesin directly to SCO
3.71 that students "recognize soil as a renewable resource" (Environmental Science 3205
Curriculum Guide, 2010, p. 132). If we do not protect theenvironmcnt, often precarious
dueto severe climactic conditions and geographical chance, thenbyfanningtoo
In looking at the science courses altogether-and the subjects examinedhereare
justasnapshot-I think it is important to keep Stephen Jay Gould's words in mind: "We
cannotwinthisbaUletosavespeciesandenvironmentswithoutforging an emotional
love [author emphasis)" (Orr, 1992,43). Love isn't objective yet wecould say that
without love science wouldn't be propclled forward,would not seek new avenues of
most intimate way. This fosters understanding, a desire to leam. a willingness 10 seek out
contemporary sociely infonned by its historical roots through experiences of their
ed.gov.nl.caledulkI2lcurriculumlguideslsocialstudieslk2lgrl.pdf),Unit2100ksat
grasplhe need in today's world fora helping hand when plucking carrots from the dirt on
a foggy morning through the tangible experience of having plucked carrots, but also see
the historical continuity of helping family and neighbours harvest vegetablesinthepast
It made the job easier, and brought people together
Curriculum Guide,ed.gov.nl.caledulkI2lcurriculumlguideslsocialstudieslgr8/unit2_33-
52.pdf),whichlooksat ewfoundland history, presents an opportunity to bridge the
project wilhcurriculum,friluftslivwith the academic. For example, in Unit 2: Hisloryas
a Story of People students are expected in SC02.3 "to dcmonstrale an understanding of
the economic context of lifestyles of Newfoundland and Labrador peoplesinthel91h
Century." That is, 2.3.1,"describetheimpactofthephysical environmentandclimateon
how pcople made a living" and 2.3.2 "define theteml 'subsislcncecconomy'"
(Newfoundland and Labrador History, 2010, p.40). Newfoundlandersareproudof
coming from a heritage where people depended upon lheirownskills,and those of their
community, to survive and nourish. But the lcrm subsistence economy has little meaning
to moslofloday's sludents. Nor does the notion of climate and geographyimpactlargely
on many jobs offered in ewfoundlandtoday.Butitwouldhavematteredtopeoplein
thel9th Centurylivingin ewfoundland,wouldhaveimpactedtheirvocations
Mired in fog, blasted by rain and winds, prone to late·spring frosts and early
autumn freeze·ups-indeed,all the peculiarities of climate one mightexpectfroman
islandshom from the North American continent and perched in the nowofthe frigid
Labradorcurrcnt·thegrowingseasonin ewfoundlandwas,andisoftenwanting
environmentandclimatc,brcakinginanewgarden and plantingpotatoes,tumipsand
and April. Seeing the possibilities for growing one would also find necdforsloringsaid
confcrs respect while it argues fora point is hard work. It hclps to believethatwemay
oddings argues that students need information, from all vantage points. Weneed
"passionatcpersonaJengagement"baJancedbetwecn,aseducatorsandfaciJitators,rigid
so too is the experience of something necessary to engage, critically orotherwise with a
subject. The garden and compost project is a means of engagement with the world within
endeavour,particuJarly wilhin senior high school,it is important, as Noddingsargues, to
engage our students with information from all vantage points as well asprovide
experiences that they may find all subjects, humanities, maths, sciencesrelevantand
English 3201 is a public examination course (accessed at English320l
Curriculum Guide,ed.gov.ni.ca/edu/kJ2/curriculum/guidesJEnglish/eng3201/co_A.pdf)
Assuch,thiscoursecancarryanearunassailablecurriculumfromwhichnoself·
respecting teacher would deviate, the fear being that students wouldbecomeconfused
and distracled by a peripherai curricuium tool. Yet, by shadowing the exam t00 closely
"an extraordinary educational experiment... where each generation of us sixth
pleasure of exploration and discovery in the wild for ourselves. Each 0 fus had a
particular project, literally a field of inquiry. and the work we were doing was
genuineiyoriginaLWhatwediscoveredwasparticulartothepiace.and,best of
world (or the places in the world one knows) as "political texts" teachers and students
engage in reflection and action-orpraxis· in order to understand, and, where necessary,
to change the world" (Grunenewald, 2003, p. 5). Deakin closes his reminiscences about
his schoolboy days by noting that even their teacher, a man who tried to bring about an
"objective,scientificapproach...washimseifsofuliofenthusiasm and passion for nature
he could never hide his own strong emotional attachment..."(2008,p. 28). In seeing our
project,inaplacc,asanopportunityforcngagemcnt,ofreflectionand action, we also
While I amnotsuggestingthatallstudentswouldbeengagedwithagarden
projecl,idothinkwhentheopportunitytoexaminethemthroughcourseobjeclivesis
allowed that both the course and project can resonate most with students and teachers
Forexampie, in Unit 4 "students will be expected to sclcet, read,and view with an
understanding a range of literature, information, media and visuai tcxts"(English320i
Curriculum,2010,p.12).Attheheartofthisoutcomeiscultureitseif,and how we define
Berry, Michael Pollan and Bill McKibben carry forth a message of decay within our
strategies to construct meaning in reading and viewing complex andfsophisticatedprint
more powerful after having students in situ at the gardens, working with their hands. Here
help students critically examine the world in which they live and operate,empowerthem
varietyofformsforarangeofaudiences/purposes"(English320ICurriculum,2010,p
26) they can find opportunities in writing and developing stories, piays,theatrical
presentations, poems and scripts to explain the Compost and Garden Project and its
mechanics-the placing of seed intosoil,the feel of the wooden-handled pitch fork as the
audience fora myriad of purposes. It can he inspiralion for a creativc writing assignment,
the backdrop fora debate on industrial farming as compared to small-scale gardening, the
guideline for an essay on contemporary and historical farm techniques,and so on and so
Guide,ed.gov.nl.cafedulkI2lcurriculumlguides/religionlgrade7_9/sec3Jr7.pdf)SC06.1
asksstudcnts to "explore creation stories as found in selected livingbeliefsystcms"
(Intermediate Religious Education Curriculum,2010,p. 50). Thereinstudents begin to
compare and contrast such stories, to hopefully understand that beliefcan help us beuer
appreciate the world in which we live within. That is, according to Thomas Berry
various grades of being, from the physical forms of existence in the earth,withits
cosmology. Christian spirituality was built up in this manner. The mysteries of
Christianity were integral with this cosmology" (1988, p. 129)
Creation slories came about as people and communities tried to grapple withthe
miracle oflifc, of being conscious of it and beholden to a greatcr powerthan their own
This leads, in SC06.2,into"anappreciation for how all things increationare
interrclalcd" and the dcvelopmcnt of an "awareness of how the tcachingsofselected
living belicfsyslcmsconceming stewardship of the earth",(lntcrmcdiateReligious
Education Curriculum, 2010, p. 26). John Hart argues that it isinre{alionshipswith,and
lhrough nature that we come to sec thc divine all round us (2006,pp. 121-122). Making
useorthe garden and compost program readily allows teachers to tie relalionshipswith
our surrounding world to the wider experiences ofstudcnts
That the Ignatius Jesuit Centre in Guelph,Ontario ishollsedona20O-acrepiece
of land, including the Ignalius Farm which practices organic principles,isproofthat
religion can makc use of nature and mankind's relationship with it. Lome Jamieson, the
Ignatius Farm manager notes that, "regardless offailh,lheselieIds evoke a remarkable
sense ofpeacc and divine purpose in all those who humbly shepherd the lushgrowthto
its full potcntial" (Ignatius Farm, 2010, ignatiusguelph.ca). Farmscreate opportunities for
people to both commune and work with nature, tobein the throes of life. Actions have
direct meaning in growing. But such physical lessonscantmnslate into spiritual insight
After all, in recognizing the spiritual we are tapping into the totalityofthehuman
experience (O'Sullivan 2002, 10). \Vorkingon a garden, aemtingcompost whichwill
need not beclusive. Indeed. they can be downright simple, summed up by adinnergmce
The garden taught through Religious Education ofTers an elememof tangible
divinity,ofgcningone's hands dirty and fingers calloused in celcbralionofagreatcr
power than oursclves. The physical movement is thcyin to the intellectualcomplexityof
The garden and compost project presents students and teachers with unique
insights 10 Iheirlocal place, its culture and history. ilsgeography and climate, its people
To not extend this project into the classroom is to short-ehange the educational
senior high school where tcachersand students could derive lessonsd irectly from lhe
ecology is first and foremost a crisis of values, ideas, perspcctives, and knowledge, which
examples layout arational,allhough nOI comprehensive. basc from whichenterprising
outcomes and subject areas through gening fingers dirty and callouscd in the name of
educationandwatchingasthecompostnourishesthesoil,andintumtheplantsand
vegetables. Through such work do students, and teachers, become engaged with and
experienced highs and lows. There were days and weeksoffTUStr3tion, when fruit flies
congregated,meetings piled up without resolution and weeds thronged our pota10 beds
thanoneseif.Oursecondyearharvestwasonesuchevent.StudentsfromGrade7-12
showed up. Although we had spade and hoes avaiiable, many student preferredtowork
42namesofcertain vegetables, argued about whether they were looking atakohlrabior
cauiiflower,wereamazedatthesizeandphysicalresistanceofthetumips. The hours fell
away and in Ihe end we filledmycar\vithzucchini,potatoes,onions,herbsandcarrots
Wehavecomealongwayinarelativelyshorttime.Wehavelearnedaiot
Organic gardening requires care and empathy for our surroundings,theminute
ecosystems which support all iife. Composting closes the circle of Ii fe,reusingorganic
wastes to create soil anew. Such lessons may be derived from place-bascdeducation,
transformativepedagogy,criticalcducationandsacredness.Butforstudentsthegarden
program means a fuller comprehension of how the world works and an apprecialionof
the diversity of life around us. This understanding includes both scholastic and life
Looking back on the questions which have driven thisdissertation
Whafinj1uencecanaComposlingandGardeningProjeclhaveonascho01
commlinity'scllrricll/llm,bothiniheclassroomandoll(sideo!il?
ojJer other schools a model ofworking with commllnirypartners, local experts and
government agencies thot they cOllld emlliate?
I scethat the garden has had a profound innuence on the school community,and
has the potential to hugely inf1uencehowthe provincial curriculum istaught when it is
used more fully in classroom instnlction as it is at Martin Luther King Junior High's
example described in The Edible Schoolyard. It also helps students understand that
lhrough gardening and composting they are actively mitigating one ofthe most pressing
concems of our times-climate change. In this light they are becoming activecitizens,
I believe that our program ofTersother schools and community groups a pcrtinent
exampleofwhatcanbeachievedwhenonebeginsaskingaround.Wehavereceived
nothing but positive reinforcement, even when our proposals were denied.Thequestion
wasnevcrthatthegardensorcompostbinswerebad,perse.ltwasrather the unwanted
attcntion they might bring upon themselves. This required us to do more research in order
to efTectively combat these misconceptions. Howourprogrammightspecificallybcof
valuc to school and community groups is taken upin the second section
Finally, through this research process I became aware or some avenuesrorfurther
research. Somctimes they were directly related to this program, at other times indirectly
They includc the need for experiential learning within thecontemporaryclassroom,of
which fanning isone form; the pressing requirement for more nature Ii teracyto
compliment the current rise in tcchnology. science and mathematics asthe/inglloJranca
complimentary conneclions which exist between nature and the human worldthroughthe
people are preparcd to become inforrned,active citizens in the truest sense. In this way
students would engage with the world having been preparingspecificaIly for a career in
fanning through apprenticeship and intergenerational leamingonsmall-scale,local,
organicfannstohelpprovideewfoundlandnotonlywithlhefooditneedsbutlhe
decpenempatheticconnectionsandexpandthepossibilitiesforlcaming outward" (2003,
p.8).DavidOrrchargesthalbybringingfarmsintoschools studentsleam,"theva!uesof
discipline,physicalstamina,frugality,selfreliance,praclicalcompetence, hard work,
coopcralion, and ecological competence" (1992, p.120). These are important
willingness to work toprotcct them. This is active, engaged cit izenry.Byworkinginthe
garden and compost program I contend that studcnts arc more aware of the world around
" ... [D]efinitionsofschool achievement must begin to take account of the social
and ecological quality of community lifc"(Grucnewald, 2003, p.1 0). Through working
with thc garden program we hope that studcnts can see the oppression wheresomccan
afford fresh vegctables, and others cannot. They might also noticc that bynotknowing
about their ecological community people are ignorant to the hannsdonetoit.When
it weare promoting not disengaged passivity, but engaged and infomled activism. This
has been one of the primary successes of our program. Having students give uptheirtime
on weeknights toanend meetings, on weekends to lead and attend workshopsabout
gardening and composting,in speaking to community groups and neighbourhood
associations have I seen the tangible possibilities forengagedcitizenship
Our program did everything the hard way. But in walkingajoumey for the first
time the path often grows faint, side trails beckon. Thejoumey meanders. I believe such
meanderings were crucial to the success we have enjoyed. Through them we connected
with difTerent and diverse groups who shared a common interest in local ,organic
gardening, albcit for many reasons. The Sierra Club,Conscrvation Corpsof
Newfoundland and Labrador, The Organic Fann in Portugal Cove, Food Education
Action SI. John's, Sisters of Mercy, the WellnessCoalition-Avalon East, Can-Do
Productions-each of these groups have offered support and encouragement to our
program.Sometimesfinancialgrantswereoffercd.Whatevertheformofencouragement
it required a willingness to meet with different groups, to make phonecalls,sendcmails
and compromise on our vision of the program to allow for the visionsofothers.Butthe
act ofmeeling, networking and dialoguing provided us with theresources and education
we needed to finally get the go-ahead for an on-campus garden. Justwhenweweresure
our program was floundering someone would suggest an article, that wegetintouchwith
someone bccause they might be interested,orthey had infonnationwhich mightprove
helpful. Furthermore, our program is all the more successful becauseilhassomany
partners. We become not just a solitary group gardening and composting, but part ofa
community. That is the lasting lesson any group hoping to emulateourexperienceshould
FrUujislivasks that we let ourselves experience nature on its terms. It can bean
activeexperience-likeskiingorrunning-oraquietone-Iikewatchingasunsel,or
wcedingagarden. But we all learn more about nalural places by being allowoo to be in-
place in them (Wattehow, 2007, p. 245). Experiential educationeoncemsitselfprimarily
with aetive engagement with the world as the best means of learning. In my own
experiences, the most genuine learning lessons have eome when I have been able to see
and experienee something, and then read about it. Or vice versa. Merelywatching a
video, or reading about it, doesn't stick. I wonder how many others leamasldo,not
simply visually or audibly, but also through kinaesthetiecxpericnee?
Thcrcisn'tashortfallinexpericntialeducationalliteraturc.Butlwouldsuggest
that there isa shortfall in literatufC which promotcs vocationalcducationandnature
literucy, such as!rUlIjisliv, Farm work is not leamed by taking a two year course. "To
spend one's life farming a piece of earth so passing [in time] is,asmany would say, a
hard lot. But it is, in an ancient sense, the human lot. Whatsavesitisto love the farming"
(Berry,2008,p.516).lnlhosetwosentencesWendeIIBerrysumsupthefarming-
educational experience, The lessons learned from one year to the nextean be hard ones
Berryhimselfhascausedundueharrntohisplaee,lheAppalaehianhillsofKentucky,as
he leamed the contours, the give and take the land and ecology can givetoahuman
farmer(2008,p.5l5).Bymakingfarmingpartofthecurriculum,ascmbeddedwithinthe
current school system or as a separate farmschool,weofTerstudentsthelessonsofpast
and present fanners. We can hope that their reason and ingenuity will find new way5
forward,instepwiththedictatesofthc natural world because they have been allowed to
experience it on its own terms. This is the next step needed. to marry farming to nature,
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